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Petitioner, JOSHUA BARNEY ("Barney" or "Petitioner" ), alleges as follows:

I. INTRODUCTION

1. This action challenges the Decision and Order ("Decision" ) of the Respondent

Commission on Professional Competence ("Commission" or "Respondent" ) affirming the actions

of the Grossmont Union High School District ("District") imposing an unpaid suspension and

dismissal of Petitioner from his employment with the District. For numerous reasons as set forth

herein, judgment should be entered commanding the Commission to set aside the Decision, and
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for the other and further relief requested herein.

II. PARTIES AND JURISDICTION

2. Petitioner Barney is an individual who, prior to the dismissal that is the subject of this

action, was a permanent certificated employee of the District. He holds special education, health

and physical education credentials, and was employed by the District as an educator and coach.

He was served with a Statement of Charges for Dismissal and Inunediate Unpaid Suspension,

recommending his discharge from employment, and suspended without pay or benefits, on or

about August 11, 2017.

3. Respondent Commission is a state agency and a political subdivision of the State,

10 organized pursuant to the laws of the State of California, and is located within the County of San

Diego. It is authorized and required by the California Education Code (EC) sstj 44943 and 44944

12 to conduct evidentiary hearings and to render final decisions in appeals brought by District

13 employees contesting disciplinary action imposed on them by their employer.

14 4. Real party in interest, Grossmont Union High School District ("District'*) is a state

15 agency and a political subdivision of the State, organized pursuant to the laws of the State of

16 California, and is located within the County of San Diego. It is named here in its representative

17 capacity as the School District whose governing board is vested by EC $ 44932 with the power to

18 suspend and/or discharge permanent employees of the District, subject to EC $ ( 44933 et. seq.

19 and other applicable law. The District suspended and recommended the discharge of Mr. Barney

20 from his employment as set forth herein, and defended that act before the Commission. Therefore,

21 the District has an interest in the outcome of Mr. Barney's proceeding to set aside the decision of

22 the Commission.

23 5. Mr. Barney appealed the District's action to the Commission, which conducted an

24 evidentiary hearing as required by law (although such hearing was not conducted in accordance

25

26

with the governing law, as it was both substantively and procedurally defective in multiple ways,

as set forth herein). The Commission rendered its final Decision and Order ("Decision" )

27 dismissing Petitioner from his employment with the District on or about March 5, 2018. A true

28 and correct copy of the Decision is attached hereto as Exhibit A.
-I-
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6. This Court has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to California Education Code

(EC) tj 44945 and Code of Civil Procedure (CCP) tj 1094.5 (writ of administrative mandamus).

7. The Decision was delivered to Petitioner on March 7, 2018. The last date on which

reconsideration could have been ordered was April 7, 2018. Therefore, pursuant to Government

Code (GC) tj 11523 this Petition is timely filed within 30 days of that date, on or before May 7,

2017.

8. Mr. Barney has performed any and all conditions precedent to the filingof this action,

and has exhausted his administrative remedies by participating in all phases of the administrative

process. Specifically, Mr. Barney completed the administrative appellate process by requesting a

10 hearing before the Commission, and participating fully in a four-day hearing held before the

commission fiom January 29 to February I, 2018, in which he was represented by counsel. The

12 Commission heard testimony and received evidence from both Barney and the District, after

13 which it issued its Decision.

14 9. Mr. Barney does not have a plain, speedy, and adequate remedy in the ordinary course

15 of law.

16 10. The Commission is a state agency whose authority is derived from the legislature. A

17 fundamental vested right is involved in this matter, in that that Commission granted the request of

the District to terminate the employment of Mr. Barney, a permanent ceitiftcated employee of the

19 District. Because a public employee's right to continued permanent employment is at stake here,

20 and such a right is a fundamental, vested right under the California Constitution, this Court's

21

22

scope of review is under the independent judgment test. Accordingly, this Court is empowered

under CCP ( 1094.5(c), and required by EC tj 44945, to conduct an independent review of the

23 Decision.

24 11. In reviewing the Commission's Decision, while the Court is subject to a presumption

25 of the Decision's correctness, the Court is required by CCP ss 1094.5 and EC $ 44945 to exercise

26

27

its independent judgment in reviewing all evidence in the administrative record, including

evidence that fairly detracts from the evidence supporting the agency's decision. It should find

28 that an abuse of discretion is established ifit determines that the findings are not supported by
-2-
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substantial evidence, a task that necessarily involves weighing of the evidence to fairly estimate

its worth. Under this independent review standard, the Court is required to assess and weigh all

of the relevant in the administrative record, and may weigh the credibility of witnesses. See San

Diego Unified School Dist. Commission on Professional Competence (2013) 214 Cal. App. 4"

1120, 1140, citing Cates v. State Personnel Bd. (2012) 204 Cal. App. 4" 270, 281.

12. Pursuant to CCP tj1094.5(b), the Court can set aside the Decision as invalid ifit finds

that: (a) the Commission proceeded without or in excess of its jurisdiction; (b) it failed to provide

Barney with a fair trial that satisfied the requisites of due process at the administrative level; or

(c) the Commission committed one or more prejudicial abuses of discretion, which may be shown

10 by demonstrating any of the following: (I) that the Commission did not proceed in a manner

required by law; or (2) that the Commission's Decision is not supported by its findings; or (3)

12 that the Commission's findings are not supported by the weight of the evidence.

13 13. Mr. Barney does not contend that the Commission proceeded without or in excess of

14 it jurisdiction; however, each of the other grounds set forth in CCP tl 1094.5(b) for setting aside

15 the decision are satisfied, including the failure to provide a fair trial, as well as prejudicial abuse

16 of discretion invoking all three of the independent criteria for proving such abuse of discretion

17 under the statute.

III. FACTUALAND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

19 14. As the Commission acknowledged in the subject Decision, Mr. Barney began his

20 career with the District in 1992, when he started work at Chaparral High School as a campus

21 supervisor in a classified position. He became a certificated employee in 1999, and taught special

22 education at various high schools within the District fiom 1999-2016 (Ex. A p. I $ 1).

23 15. During the 2016-2017 school year, Mr. Barney taught physical education ("PE") at

24 the District's IDEA Center High School, which is located on the same campus as Chaparral and

25 has the same administration, including principal David Napoleon, vice-principal Dawn Cuizon,

26 campus police officer Darren Ehlers, and school nurse Lonnie Raimond. Chapparal is a

27 "continuation school" that includes students on expulsion from the district or who need special

28 education services; IDEA is an "alternative school choice" with a smaller environment focused on
-3-
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restorative practices, competency based grading, and career pathways programs (Ex. A p. I $2).

16. Classes at IDEA include a period called "Maverick Hour," which Mr. Napoleon

described as a combination of homeroom and tutorial with teacher-student mentorship (Ex. A p. 2

$ 2). Students at IDEA are free or permitted by teachers during some periods to attend different

classes, including PE, even ifthey are not officiallyenrolled in the class (Exhibit C [Excerpts

from Transcript of Hearing ] V. II p.190-191).

17. In January, 2017, a female student identified as "B.P." ("Accuser" ) was in Mr.

Barney's Maverick Hour, and on January 23 and 24, she attended his physical education/weight

training class (Ex. A p. 3 $ 7). She was not officiallyenrolled in the class at that time, but had

10 previously come to the gym during his PE class to see an enrolled student identified as "N,H."

On January 23, she obtained Mr. Barney's permission to participate in the class.

12 18. On or about January 24, 2017, Accuser reported to the office of the school nurse, Ms.

13

14

Raimond. After stating to Ms. Raimond that "She was afraid her past bad experiences were

causing her to be super sensitive to a situation happening in her P.E. class," she stated that she felt

15 uncomfortable around Mr. Barney and believed he had engaged in inappropriate conduct. She

16 went on to complain about language he allegedly used and acts he allegedly committed that

17 caused her to be uncomfortable. Ms. Raimond then called for vice principal Dawn Cuizon on her

18 "site only" radio. On January 25, 2017, Ms. Raimond prepared a written statement describing

19 what Accuser reported to her, and her call to Ms. Cuizon. A true and correct copy of this

20 statement, which was admitted into evidence at the hearing (with Accuser's name redacted) is

21 attached hereto as Exhibit B.

22 19. Ms. Cuizon responded to Ms. Raimond's call, and took a second statement from

23 Accuser. Officer Ehlers also responded. Accuser was then taken to Ms. Cuizon's office, where

24 she was asked to give her statement to Officer Ehlers, who instructed her to write her statement

25 on school forms. She wrote two separate statements on January 24, 2017, several hours apart

26 (Ex. A pp. 5-7 $$ 11-12).

27 20. Prior to receiving Accuser's written statements, Officer Ehlers notified the El Cajon

28 Police Department. He testified at the hearing that he did so for two reasons, first, his opinion
-4-
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I that the conduct alleged could constitute child abuse, and because he knew both the Accuser and

2 Mr. Barney, and wanted a "fair and unbiased investigation" conducted by someone who knew

3 neither (Ex. A pp. 5-6 $ 11).

4 21. In her first written statement, Accuser claimed that Mr. Barney had her work out her

5 arms on January 23, then the next day touched the "top of her chest" asking how her muscles felt.

6 She claimed he then "grabbed under her butt" and said it was time to work out her "booty," then

7 told her that when doing a bench press the bar needed to come down and touch her "titty"or

8 "nipple." She further claimed he stated while she was working out her abs that her body was

9 going to "look so amazing in a bikini this summer." She also stated that during Maverick Hour,

10 Mr. Barney had asked her ifshe had a boyfiiend, asked about what guys at school lilced her, and

11 ifshe drove yet, remarking that he was going to help her find a job (Ex. A p. 6 $ 12).

12 22 In her second written statement, Accuser added allegations not included in the first.

13 She claimed that she was wearing jeans with a rip and Mr. Barney was "trying to rub the rip off

14 the right side ofmy leg;" that "He got really close to my vagina, but I didn't think anything of it

15 at the time, and he didn't touch my vagina, so I didn't think anything of it." She added that she

16 did not give him permission to touch her.

17 23. On the same day, January 24, 2017, the District placed Mr. Barney on paid

18 administrative leave. The District Director of Human Resources, Gary Schwartzwald, instructed

19 the site administrators to interview other students. However, Ms. Cuizon interviewed and

20 obtained statements fiom only three other students, none of whom were in the physical education

21 class with the Accuser. She stated that she selected students that she believed would be honest,

22 including two female student identified as "T.S." and "B.T." (Ex. A p. 7 $ 13; Ex. C V. IIIp.

23 407-408).

24 24. The only student statements discussed in the Decision are those ofAccuser, of "N.H."

25 (who was interviewed by Officer Ehlers, not Ms. Cuizon) and one other student identified as

26 "T.S" (Ex. A $$ 16-17). Notably, the statement of "B.T.," which was also favorable to Mr.

27 Barney and admitted at the hearing, was not mentioned at all in the Decision. Nor does the

28 Decision note the hearing testimony of student "J.M.," who was ASB president at the pertinent
-5-
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time, and testified that Accuser is "...known for being dramatic in school and lying." J.M., who is

also in one of Mr. Barney's PE class, further testified that she saw no touching in class other than

Mr. Barney's exchanging "high fives'* with students and saw no touching of female students

during weight lifting (Ex. C V. IIIpp. 511-516, 518)

25. On January 24, 2017, Detective Ted Mansour of the El Cajun Police came to the

campus and met with Officer Ehlers, who discussed Accuser's statements, The Detective

instructed Ehlers to interview other students (Ex. A p. 7 $ 14).

26. On January 25, 2017, Accuser drafted yet another statement for Officer Ehlers and

Ms. Cuizon. In this statement, she added an allegation that while she was talking with other

10 students, Petitioner lifted up her shirt, "play punched" her twice, then told her she had a really

nice core. She added that he began to help her squat on January 24, stood behind her, "placed his

12

13

hands on my lower hips and began to help me go" (Ex. A p. 7 $ 15).

27. At the hearing, Officer Ehlers testified that he spoke with approximately six or seven

14

15

female students fi.om Accuser's PE class over the next few days following the alleged incident.

Other than N.H., none reported any awareness of the events alleged by Accuser, nor of witnessing

16 or experiencing any other inappropriate conduct by Mr. Barney (Ex. C V. II pp. 207-208).

17 28. Of the students interviewed by Officer Ehlers, only N.H. provided a written

18 statement, in which she claimed that she "had noticed...for awhile but didn't think about reporting

19 it until now," [that] "Coach Barney has a tendency to touch female students inappropriately." She

20 alleged that Mr. Barney would touch students "around the shoulders and boob area," make

21 comments about their bodies, and stare at their "boobs and butts." She also claimed that he

22 "sometimes grabs their thighs and asks ifthey are sore." she futiher claimed to be "99.9'ro sure"

23 he touched Accuser's "boob" on Monday [January 23] and that he "makes comments about our

24

25

bodies in bikinis and stuff" (Ex. A $ 16). Evidence presented at the hearing, including attendance

records, indicated that N.H. was likely absent from Petitioner's PE class on January 24 (Ex. C V.

26 IV p. 585).

27 29. In contrast, on January 27, 2017, Student T.S. provided a statement as follows:

28 "Coach Barney is a good person 6r. coach. He ALWAYSasks ifhe can touch you to fix your
-6-
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form or show you what muscles you are working. When doing this activity, you can ask all of his

students and they willagree with what I said" (Ex. A p. 8 $ 17). The Decision notes Student

T.S.'s statement only once —nowhere else is it mentioned or referenced in any manner.

30. A criminal investigation was conducted, and no criminal charges were filed against

Mr. Barney (Ex. A p. 7 $ 14).

31. On February 17, Mr. Barney met with various school administers including Mr.

Napoleon and Ms. Cuizon, as well as attorneys representing Barney and the District, allegedly to

provide "his side of the story." According to the Decision, Petitioner admitted that he (I) touches

students when providing exercise instruction instead of modeling proper teclinique; (2) touches

10 students on the hamstring, just below the buttocks; (3) used two fingers and touched Accuser

along and just below the collar bone, "a few inches above her breasts;" (4) made statements such

12 as "Work your booty, tighten your booty, you can have the best booty ever" and "bring the bar

13

14

15

down to your nipples (or words to that effect) "rather than using anatomic terms;" (5) did not

teach the names of muscles or muscle groups, and (6) emphasizes with his students the

importance of exercise to improve appearance as opposed to improving health and fitness (Ex. A

16 p 8518)

17 32. As explained herein, Mr. Barney did not make many of these alleged admissions, or

18 state them as phrased, and the Commission's paraphrasing of his statements (which was

19 apparently based on notes taken by Mr. Schwartzwald) is incomplete and misleading. Again, the

20 Commission admitted that '*Mr. Schwartzwald did not ensure that the investigation was done

21 properly and that the notes were taken accurately during the meetings" (Ex. A p. 9 $ 21).

22 33. Mr. Schwartzwald (an HR administrator who had never taught physical education)

23 was also allowed to give testimony at the hearing stating his opinion as to what constitutes

24 necessary versus improper touching in the PE/weight training context, as well as state his opinion

25 on whether the word "nipple" is an anatomical term (Ex. C V. IIIpp. 463-468). He admitted in

26 testimony that he was "not positive" what he asked Mr. Barney about in the February 17 meeting,

27 and that his notes regarding Mr. Barney's "admissions" made at the meeting were not verbatim

28 quotes of Mr. Barney's statements, but rather his "interpretation" based on what Mr. Barney said.
-7-
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He confirmed that the words were liis, not Mr. Barney's (Ex. C V. IIIpp. 486-493).

34. Nevertheless, the Commission went on to adopt these purported "admissions"

verbatim as conclusory findings in its Decision—findings on which they based their ultimate

conclusion that cause existed to dismiss Mr. Barney for "immoral conduct" pursuant to EC lj

5 44932(a)(1) (Ex. A p. 20-21 $$ 28, 39).

35. On May 23, 2017 Accuser was interviewed yet again by administrators Ms.

Mottershaw and Mr. Schwartzwald, for whom she described and demonstrated on her body how

Barney had allegedly touched her. Ms. Mottershaw opined that Accuser's statements were

credible, and on August 10, 2017, when the Statement of Charges was filed against Mr. Barney,

10 she recommended to the District's governing board that he be dismissed from employment and

suspended without pay, which recommendations were adopted. Upon completing its

12 "investigation," the District determined that cause existed to dismiss Mr. Barney (Ex. A pp. 3, 8-9

13 'll'll 9, 20).

14 36. On or about August 10, 2017, a Statement of Charges for Dismissal and Immediate

15 Unpaid Suspension was filed with the District's governing board, alleging that Mr. Barney had

16

17

violated EC ss 44932(a)(1) (immoral conduct); EC I'I 44932(a)(2) (unprofessional conduct); EC I'I

44932(a)(6) (evident unfitness for service); EC ) 44932(a)(8) (persistent violation of or refusal to

18 obey school laws and regulations). The Statement further alleged that Mr. Barney's conduct had

19 been unprofessional within the meaning of EC tI 44933, and that his "immoral conduct"

20 authorized his immediate suspension under EC $ 44933. I le was suspended without pay or

21 benefits on the basis of alleged immoral conduct (EC 1'I 44939) (Ex. A p. 3 $ 9).

22 37. The Notice and Statement of Charges was served on Mr. Barney on or about August

23 11, 2017, and within 15 days after service, on or about August 21, he filed his request for hearing,

24

25

which notified the District of numerous affirmative defenses, including but not limited to (I)

insufficiency of the facts alleged to constitute cause for dismissal under EC $ 44092 as a matter of

26

27

'he District contended that Mr. Barney violated Board Policies No. 4119.21 (generally stating
expectations that employees maintain high ethical standards and followpolicies, regulations, and
laws); 0410, 4119.11, 5131.2, and 5145.7 (prohibiting discrimination, intimidation, harassment
and bullying); District Policy/Admin. Reg. No. 4119.11 (prohibiting sexual harassment); and
District Board Policy No. 5137 (dealing with a "positive school climate" ) (Ex. A p. 32-3, $)3-6).
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law; (2) insufficiency of the facts alleged to establish that he engaged in immoral conduct

pursuant to EC $ tj 4932(a)(1) and 44939 as a matter of law; (3) insufficiency of the facts alleged

to establish that he engaged in unprofessional conduct pursuant to EC tj 44932(a)(2) as a matter

of law; (4) insufficiency of the facts alleged to establish that he was unfit for service pursuant to

EC tj 4932(a)(6) as a matter of law; (5) insufficiency of the facts alleged to establish that he

engaged in persistent violations of or refusal to obey school laws or regulations; (6) the lack of

any legal basis for his suspension without pay, entitling him to recover retroactive pay, retirement

contributions, lost fringe benefits and/or medical cost reimbursements; (7) the District's failure to

provide him with evidence upon which it relied in making its decision; (8) the failure of the

10 Notice to state acts or omissions on which the District could dismiss him from employment as

required by GC ss 11506(a)(2); and (9) that the Accusation was so indefinite or uncertain that the

12 he could not identify the specific grounds for dismissal or prepare his defense as required by GC

13 tj 11506(a)(3).

14

15

38. Between January 29 and February 1, 2018, a hearing was held in El Cajon, San Diego

County, California before the a three-person administrative tribunal comprising the Commission,

16 which included an administrative law judge. On or about March 4-5, 2018, the reviewing

17 members of the Commission signed the Decision, which was delivered to Mr. Barney on or about

March 7, 2018.

19 39. The Decision included some 44 purported "Factual Findings" and 43 statements

20 under the heading "Legal Conclusions."

21 40. Significantly, the Commission acknowledged in the Decision:

22

23

24

25

26

27

"The District's investigation was not optimal. The District did not question the student
who were present in the physical education class or the Maverick I-lour during the time
that [Accuser] alleged the misconduct occurred. There was some inconsistency in
testimony; for example, Mr. Napoleon testified that, on January 24, 2017, he was present
on campus and in the meeting when Respondent was placed on paid administrative leave.
In fact, he was not. Mr. Schwartzwald did not ensure that the investigation was done
properly and that the notes were taken accurately during the meetings. There was some
question about whether Student N.H. was present in class on the date that Student N.H.
alleged that she observed Respondent touch [accuser's] breasts*'Ex. A p. 9 $ 21).

28
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41. While the Commission claimed that "despite some inconsistencies, the statements of

Accuser and N.H. were consistent with Mr. Barney's statements * both the Commission's own

statements provided in its Decision, and Mr. Barney's additional testimony that was nor

mentioned in the Decision, indicate that this conclusion is manifestly inaccurate (Ex. A p. 9 $ 21).

42. The Decision acknowledged Mr. Barney's explanation that when students were new

to a weight training classes, he would demonstrate how to use the equipment, as well as having

students demonstrate the movements. When he taught bench press, he told the student to bring

the bar to the nipple or nipple line. He used this anatomically correct term because earlier in the

10

year, when he simply told students to bring the bar to their chest, one who did so was injured, so

he used more specific language. He also discussed the use of "spotters" to protect from injury,

and testified that his greatest concern was the safety of the students. I le touched students in order

12 to assure they were not injured (Ex. A p. 9 $ 22).

13

14

43. The Decision also noted that Mr. Barney described teaching physical education as his

"dream job,*'nd further acluiowledged that both Ms. Raimond and Officer Ehlers agreed that he

15 was motivating his students (Ex. A p. 9 $ 22). Later in the decision, the Commission again

16 acknowledged Mr. Barney's testimony to this effect, as well as his testimony that he treated other

17 students in the same way he treated Accuser, and touched his students because of his concern

18 about injury. Yet it stated that evidence was to the contrary, although it failed to cite any such

19 evidence whatsoever. In the same paragraph, it noted testimony by Mr. Napoleon that he

20 sometimes worked out with the students, and he did not hear Mr. Barney use such language in his

21 classes or observe him touch students, yet he "though [Barney's] conduct and language were

22

23

inappropriate" (Ex. A p. 11 $ 33).

44. With respect to the incidents alleged by Accuser, Mr. Barney explained that she

24 attended his weight training class for the first time on January 23, 2017. On that date, he had her

25 work on her upper body, and taught her how to use the bench press, which he had a student

26 demonstrate. Accuser did not do the bench press properly in that she brought the bar to her ribs,

27 therefore he told her to "...bring the bar to your nipple line, [not "nipples," as the Commission

28 claimed] and then back up" (Ex. A p. 10 $ 23). In his testimony, Mr. Napoleon, who had also
-10-
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worked as a coach, acknowledged that "nipple line" could be an anatomical reference (Ex. C V. II

p. 361).

45. On January 24, 2017, Accuser returned to the class, and told Mr. Barney she was hurt.

He stated his belief that she was sore rather than injured, they discussed the issue. Accuser

insisted that she was hurt, and was unable to do an exercise he asked her to do. He talked to her

about checking to see ifshe was injured, explained how he would do so, asked her permission,

and she authorized him to touch her. Using two fingers, he poked the fiont of her shoulder, her

upper chest and her collar bone in an effort to determine ifthe muscle had knotted or pulled.

Based on this assessment, he explained to Accuser that she was sore, not hurt, due to lactic acid

10 buildup. He believed he was qualified to assess Accuser based on his work as a coach for 26

years and work with a college trainer (Ex. A p. 10 $$ 24-25). He correctly determined that

12 Accuser was sore, not injured—there is no evidence that she sought or received medical

13 treatment.

14 46. Mr. Barney testified at the hearing that he assessed whether Accuser needed medical

15 intervention rather than sending her to the nurse's office for evaluation, due to a discussion that

16 occurred at a staff meeting, in which Principal Napoleon stated that too many kids were going to

17 see the nurse, and specifically instructed all faculty and staff who were present to check them out

before sending them to the nurse's office (Ex. C V. IV, p. 603). The Decision states that neither

19 Ms. Raimond nor Mr. Napoleon confirmed this in testimony, however, it does not allege that they

20 or anyone else refuted or denied Mr. Barney's testimony (Ex. A p. 10 $ 25).

21 47. On January 24, 2017, Accuser returned to Mr. Barney's class, and he had her work

22 her lower body, including "donkey kicks." He provided instruction and had another student

23 demonstrate, but she performed the exercise incorrectly. Mr. Barney told her to tighten her

24 hamstring. She asked what a hamstring was, he explained that it was on the back of the leg, took

25 two fingers, closed his fist, and tapped it. He told her to tighten it and could see it contract. He

26 then raised her leg with his hand twice and told her to do the move, after which she did it

27 correctly (Ex. A p. 10 $ 26).

28 48. Mr. Barney told Accuser on the same date that she had a "strong core.*'e explained
-I I-
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that she demonstrated this when she performed a series of exercises, and further explained that he

told students where they were strong or weal<, noting areas that could use improvement, and gave

exercised they could do to help (Ex. A p. 10 $ 27).

49. The Decision also acknowledged Mr. Barney's statements that he asked students what

their goals were in class. One said she wanted a better "booty," while another said she wanted to

look good in a biking during the summer. He used the same language to motivate the students,

and directed such comments to the entire class, not to Accuser (or any other student) individually.

He also had to tell students how to dress appropriately for the next day's class, because they did

not have lockers, thus on January 23, 2017, he said, "we willwork our booties tomorrow" (Ex. A

10 p II 531)

50. As for Mr. Barney's allegedly personal questions directed to Accuser, he testified at

12

13

the hearing that he asked about whether a particular boy he had observed her interacting with was

her boyfriend, because he was not going to patter them for weightlifting ifhe was due to his

14 concern that they would not get the work done (Ex. C V. IV p. 611-612). He also explained that

15 he asked about their personal lives during Maverick Hour in keeping with his instructions to get

16 to know students during that time, so ifthey had a problem they could be directed to counseling.

17 His questions about whether she drove or had a job were related to a particular job he knew was

18 available, and for which he felt she would qualify because she was a senior and had good

19 attendance (Ex. A p. 11 $ 32).

20

21

22

51. The Decision again emphasized the statement ofN.H., as set forth above, which

essentially claimed that Mr. Barney touched students "...around the shoulders and boob area and

then make comments about their bodies and stare at their boobs and butts." She also claimed she

23 did not feel comfortable around him, he allegedly "grabbed thighs" and asked ifthey were sore,

24 and made comments about their bodies "and stuff" (Ex. A p. 11$ 34).

25 52. Notably, the Commission states, roughly halfway through the Decision, that based on

26

27

the testimony of Accuser and N.H., "itwas established that [Mr. Barney] touched females

inappropriately" and "stared" at their "boobs and butts" (Ex. A p. 12 $ 34).

28 53. The Decision also summarizes the testimony of Zachary Peck, a retired teacher who
-12-
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had taught physical education, including weight lifting. He stated that typically he demonstrated

an exercise but might have a student do so (as did Mr. Barney). One of his concerns was for

things that could negatively affect the back, spine, or neck. Ifhe saw students doing something

wrong in that area, he would touch them, push their backs, straighten them (as did Mr. Barney)

(Ex. A p. 12 $ 35). More specifically, in his testimony, Peck acknowledged that he would push in

the lower backs of students, including female students, on squats for safety and to prevent injury

7 (Ex. C V. II p. 293-294).

54. Following its incomplete summary of evidence regarding the alleged incident

involving the Accuser and the related matters discussed above, the Commission concluded that

10 Mr. Barney*s alleged misconduct and inappropriate statements constituted repeated violations of

various Board Policies (including Board Policy [BP] No. 4119.21(setting forth expectations of

12 certified employees), and Nos. 0410, 4119,11, 5131.2, 5145.3, AR5145.3, and 5145.7

13 (prohibiting discrimination, intimidation, harassment, and bullying) (Ex. A p. 12 $$ 36-37).

14 55. The Decision then segues into a lengthy discussion of an incident involving Barney

15 that occurred more than four years earlier, which the Committee contended involved similar

16 conduct (Ex. A p. 12 $ 38). Under the pertinent provisions of the Education Code as discussed

17 below, such evidence could not lawfully be considered in the Commission's proceedings, as

19

discussed below. However, it should be briefly noted that the summary provided by the

Commission shows that the 2012 incident dirl not involve a similar type of conduct as that alleged

20 by the Accuser. Rather, it involved allegedly inappropriate comments made to an adult colleague

21 (who was also Mr. Barney's personal friend of 10 years). The only allegation related to that

22 incident that involved students was a claim that Mr. Barney displayed of images of female

23 celebrities and professional sports cheerleaders to some students and remarked on their physical

24 attributes. There was no suggestions that the photos or comments were in any inappropriate for

25 sharing with students (Ex. A pp. 12-13 $$ 38-39).

26 56. As a result of this incident, on July 2, 2013, Mr. Barney received a Notice of

27 Suspension Without Pay, Notice of Unprofessional Conduct that included a "Plan of Assistance"

28 imposing various instructions for correcting his performance during a 45-day period to follow, as
-13-
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well as a requirement that he complete a training program on educator sexual misconduct (Ex. A

pp, 12-14 $$ 38-41). The course was not specific to physical education instructors. The Decision

does not mention any complaints, disciplinary action, or other criticism of Mr. Barney's conduct

or performance of his job during the intervening years between the previous incident and the

filingof the Notice presently at issue on August 10, 2017, nor was evidence of any such

transgressions introduced at the hearing.

57. On the contrary, the Decision and other evidence of record indicates that a great deal

of the evidence was submitted at the hearing in Mr. Barney's favor, much of which was either

ignored or given little or no weight by the Commission in reaching its Decision. Among other

10 things:

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

e Mr. Barney received the "Golden Apple" award for IDEA campus in December,

2016, which is presented to one teacher for each school year based on a vote by

the students (Ex. C V. IIIp. 414). A photo showing Mr. Barney holding a banner

congratulating him on the award in December, 2016, just one month before the

alleged incident in question, in which he is surrounded by students (including

Accuser), was submitted into evidence at the hearing. A true and correct copy of

the photo is attached hereto as Exhibit "D."Neither Mr. Barney's Golden Apple

award, nor the fact that it was awarded by student vote, are eveir nre»rionerl in the

Decision (Ex. A).

e Mr. Barney's most recent evaluation for the 2015-2016 school year was

satisfactory, with no performance improvement plan. He was rated as meeting all

California standards, including "Engaging and Supporting all Student Learning,"

"Creating and Maintaining Effective Environments for Student Learning," and

met standards in "Establishing a climate that promotes fairness and respect."

o The above-referenced statement of Student T.S. is mentioned only once, without

comment from the Commission (Ex. A p. 8 $ 17). Ms. Cuizon, who testified that

she selected T.S. to interview because she believed her to be an honest person,

28 also testified that T.S. verbally stated her belief that Coach Barney was a good
-14-
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10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

person and coach, and always asked permission to touch (Ex. C V. IIIp. 425-426).

As noted, the Decision completely fails to acknowledge the statement of Student

B.T., which was also favorable to Mr. Barney and was admitted into evidence at

the hearing, or the trial testimony of student "J.M,," which was both favorable to

Mr. Barney and critical ofAccuser's credibility.

o The PE room was a large, open gym-type area, with double doors that were almost

always open during class time. Numerous members of the administration, faculty,

and staff, including Ms. Raimon, Ms. Cuizon, Principal Napoleon, and Officer

Ehlers, regularly stopped to observe Mr. Barney teach or looked in on his PE

class. None reported hearing him use inappropriate language or touch students in

an inappropriate manner (Ex. C V.I pp. 164-166, V. IIIpp. 390-391).

e In particular, Principal Napoleon, who was aware of the prior incident in 2012, but

felt he had a good relationship with Mr.Barney especially since both were football

coaches, checked in on him regularly and often worked out in the weight area (Ex.

C V. II p. 323).

o Numerous members of the administration, faculty, and staff, including Ms.

Raimon, Principal Napoleon, and Officer Ehlers, also provided positive testimony

regarding Mr. Barney's motivation of his students. Ms. Raimond stated that she

was impressed by his motivation, that kids were getting interested in PE (Ex. C V.

I pp. 167, 174-175). Officer Ehlers, who regularly looked in on Mr. Barney's class,

testified that Mr. Barney had invigorated the PE program and kids were really

doing well in it. (Ex. C V. II pp. 226-227).

o Mr. Barney testified that he used students to demonstrate correct procedures, then

tapped Accuser's hamstring on the back of her leg after she asked what it was (Ex.

A p. 10 $ 26). He further explained that he indeed touched Accuser in her collar

bone area with her permission (after she stated her belief that she was injured

rather than sore) in accordance with both sound safety and injury assessment

28 procedures, and administration directives not to send students to the nurse's office
-15-
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10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

unless truly injured. He also related why his touching was neither unnecessary in a

weight training class or inappropriate under the specific circumstances of the

student's questions and his concern for potential injury. Additionally, he

explained that used the anatomically accurate term "nipple line" to instruct

students [including Accuser] in the proper placement of the bar when performing a

bench press, after having witnessed a student get injured due to improper

placement. He testified that the terms "nipple" or "nipple line" are commonly

used in connection with bench press technique as reflected in training manuals he

has studied.

o The District's own physical education witness, Mr. Peck, testified that one of his

concerns in teaching students weight liftingwere things that could negatively

affect their back, spine, or necl<, and ifhe saw students (including female students)

doing something in that area, he would "...touch them, push their back in,

straighten them" (Ex. A p. 12 $ 35; Ex. C V. II p. 293-294).

e Mr. Barney testified that he used the students'wn casual terminology (including

common, inoffensive terms such as "booty" and "bil<ini")in order to motivate

them based on their own expressed desires to improve their appearance (Ex. A p.

11 $ 31).

o Mr. Barney stated that he asked Accuser ifa particular student was her boyfriend

after he observed the two interacting on the first day she attended his PE class for

the sole reason that he does not pair dating couples in weightlifting because they

tend to not pay attention.

o As the Commission noted in its Decision, Mr. Barney described teaching physical

education as his "dream job." Both Ms. Raimond and Officer Ehlers agreed that

he was motivating is students.

26

27

28

58. Likewise, evidence that called into question the credibility of the District's witnesses,

particularly Accuser and N.H., was also disregarded or given little or no weight by the
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Commission Among other things:

e Both Ms. Raimond and Officer Ehlers testified that in verbally speaking with the

Accuser, she visually indicated that the area around her collar bone where she

alleges Barney touched her was under her clavicle, not on her breast. Officer

Ehlers testified that the Accuser told him she had been touched on the breasts, but

indicated a spot about 2 inches below her collar bone (Ex. C V. II p. 198). Ms.

Raimond testified as to her impression that Accuser misinterpreted or

misunderstood Mr. Barney's touch, which did not indicate any touching of breasts,

but rather a muscle located under the clavicle (Ex. C V. I pp. 152-154).

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

e Ms. Raimond's written statement notes that on the day the Accuser reported to her

office, she stated that "She was afraid her past bad experiences were causing her to

be super sensitive to a situation happening in her P.E. class" (Ex. B).

e Again, student J.M. testified that Accuser is "...known for being dramatic in school

and lying." That student, who is also in Mr. Barney's PE class, further testified

that she saw no touching in class other than Mr. Barney's exchanging "high fives"

with students and saw no touching of female students during weight lifting (Ex. C

V. IIIpp. 511-516, 518)

o Testimony plus attendance records admitted at trial establishing that Student N.H.

was not present in Mr. Barney's class on at least one of the days when the

incidents alleged by Accuser supposedly occurred. Additionally, N.H. stated upon

being interviewed that she was "uncomfortable" in Mr. Barney's class but did not

think to report her alleged discomfort until asked to provide her written statement.

Yet the Commission relied solely on her testimony plus Accuser's as

"establishing" that Mr. Barney touched females inappropriately (Ex. A p. 12 $ 34).

o Detective Mansour testified that N.H. stated to him that she was "not 100'/o

certain" she saw Mr. Barney touch the Accuser on the day in question, but "made

the assumption it was likely he could have touched her in the described way." (Ex.

-17-
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I C V. II p. 263).

e Officer Ehlers's testimony indicates that he spoke with approximately seven other

female students in Accuser's PE class, apparently on an informal basis, shortly

after Accuser made her complaint. Other than N.H., none reported any awareness

of the alleged incident, nor any other improper conduct by Mr. Barney. None had

experienced any improper interactions with Mr. Barney (Ex. C V. II pp. 207-208).

59. The authority cited in the "Legal Conclusion" section of the Decision consists in large

part of summaries and/or quotations from various statutes and cases (many of which are

inapposite, distinguishable, or reached holdings favorable to Mr. Barney), without any analysis

10 whatsoever addressing the application of such authority to the case at hand (Ex. A pp. 15-20, $$

1-26).

12

13

60. Of particular note, it cites Mmvison v. S/are Board of'Education (1969) I Cal.3d 214,

and briefly paraphrases seven factors to be considered under Morrison when evaluating whether a

14 school employee may properly be dismissed under the applicable "unfitness to teach" standard. It

15

16

claims that "Those factors are considered in this decision" (Ex. A p. 19, $$ 922-23). However,

the Decision does not reflect such consideration, as discussed in more detail below.

17 61. Instead, the Commission essentially summarized its Findings of Fact in conclusory

18

19

terms that quoted verbatim its inaccurate summary of Mr. Barney's alleged "admissions" made at

the meeting of February 17, 2018 (based on Mr. Schwartzwald's notes of his "impressions" rather

20 than Mr. Barney's actual words). Specifically, it concluded that "While worl<ing as a physical

21 education teacher, in his weight training class, [Mr. Barney] engaged in the following conduct:

22 (a) He touched students when providing exercise instruction instead of modeling proper

23 technique;

24 (b) He touched students on the hamstring, which is just below the buttocks;

25 (c) Ile used two fingers and touched student B.P. along and just below the collar bones, a

26 few inches above her breasts;

27 (d) He made statements such as: "Work your booty," "Tighten your booty," "You can

have the best booty ever" and "Bring the bar down to your nipples or something similar to that
-18-
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effect rather than using anatomic terms;

(e) He did not teach students the names of muscles, or muscle groups;

(f) He emphasized with his students the importance of exercise to improve appearance as

opposed to improving health and fitness. (Ex. A p. 20 $ 28).

62. As noted, many of these statements are contrary to, or unsupported by, the evidence

admitted; and even ifthey were 100'/0 accurate, they would be patently insufficient to support the

Commission's ultimate conclusions that Mr. Barney was "unfit to teach" under an appropriate

Morrison analysis and therefore subject to dismissal on the grounds stated.

63. The Commission then repeats a lengthy rehash of the 2012 incident at which, as

10 previously noted, is not subject to consideration in the present action pursuant to EC tj 4494; as

well as so factually dissimilar to the present matter as to be of marginal, ifany relevance even ifit

12 was not precluded (Ex. A pp. 20-22, tlat 29-40).

13

14

64. Ultimately, the Commission reached four erroneous conclusions: That based on the

facts and law, it was established that cause exists to dismiss Mr. Barney:

15

16

17

18

19

o for immoral conduct pursuant to EC tj 44932(a)(1)

o for unprofessional conduct pursuant to EC tj 44932(a)(2);

e pursuant to EC tj 44932(a)(6), evident unfitness for service; and

e pursuant to EC tj 44932(a)(8), persistent violation or refusal to obey school laws

or reasonable regulations of the District

20 65. At no time during this process —not when or after Mr. Barney was placed on paid

21 administrative leave in January, 2017; nor on or after August 10, 2017, when the Statement of

22 Charges for Dismissal and Immediate Unpaid Suspension was filed with the District's governing

23 board and he was placed on unpaid suspension; nor when Respondent served him with its

24 Decision and Order of March, 2017; was Mr. Barney provided with any opportunity for remedial

25

26

action, training, or any alternative for improvement of his performance. At the hearing, he

testified that ifhe was ever told to change his conduct or do something differently, he would do

27 so (Ex. C V. IV p. 642).

28 IV. RESPONDENT'S DECISION AND ORDER IS INVALIDAND SHOULD BErx
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1 SET ASIDE UNDER CCP II 1094.5 FOR SEVERAL DISTINCT REASONS

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

66. Respondent's actions, culminating in the Commission's denial of Petitioner's appeal

of his dismissal fiom employment from the District, were both substantively and procedurally

defective, constituting multiple violations of EC tjtj 44932 and 44933. Such violations support

the entry of an Order by this Court setting aside the Decision on several distinct grounds.

A. Resnondent Failed to Provide Petitioner With a Fair Trial

67. Numerous items of evidence, both as noted in the Decision and introduced at the

hearing but not mentioned in the Decision, indicate that Mr. Barney was denied his right to due

process and a fair hearing as a result of bias against him.

68. Such factors include, but are not limited to:

Principal Napoleon admitted that he had knowledge of the 2012 incident involving

Mr. Barney, and indicated in his testimony that he was keeping an eye on him (Ex.

A p. 9 $ 21; Ex. C V. IIp. 323).

o The District's shoddy investigation, which the Commission itself characterized as

"not optimal," particularly with respect to the District's failure to question students

who were present when the Accuser alleged the misconduct occurred;

o Respondent's inordinate attention to, and reliance upon, the testimony of only two

witnesses, Accuser and N.H.; along with evidence regarding a prior, unrelated

incident occurring more than four years previously and therefore not legally

subject to consideration; and

o Respondent's failure to consider or give appropriate weight to evidence that called

into question the credibility of Accuser and N.H., as well as extensive evidence

contravening their testimony and otherwise supporting Mr. Barney's position.

69. Even ifthe Court looks no further than the evidence summarized in the Decision,

considered as a whole, it indicates a rush to judgment by both the District and the Commission in

upholding its dismissal of Mr. Barney, indicating unfair bias against him which precluded him

from receiving a fair trial and due process of law.
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B. Resnondent Committed Preiudicial Abuse of Discretion

(I) Respondent Failed to Proceed in the Manner Required by Law

70. Because the subject hearing concerned the suspension or dismissal of a permanent

employee of the District, the conduct of the hearing was governed by the requirements set forth in

the Education Code, in particular, EC IIII 44932, 44933, 44934, 44943, 44944, 44938, and 44945.

Respondent failed to comply with these statutory provisions, and decisional law governing their

application, in at least two ways.

(a) Resnondent Violated EC «44944

71. EC II 44944(b)(2)(A) states, "A witness shall not be permitted to testify at the hearing

10 except upon oath or affirmation. Testimony shall not be given or evidence shall not be

introduced relating to matters that occurred more than four years before the date of the filingof

12 the notice, except allegations of an act described in Section 44010 of this code or Sections

13 11165.2 to 11165.6, inclusive, of the Penal Code.'C II 44944(b)(2)(B) states, "Evidence of

14 records regularly kept by the governing board of the school district concerning the employee may

15 be introduced, but no decision relating to the dismissal or suspension of an employee shall be

16 made based on charges or evidence of any nature relating to matters occurring more than four

17 years before the filingof the notice, except allegations of an act described in Section 44010 of

18 this code or Sections 11165.2 to 11165.6, inclusive, of the Penal Code."

19 72. At the subject hearing, the Commission admitted into evidence, and relied heavily

20

21

upon, witness testimony and other evidence of acts Petitioner allegedly committed in 2012 (which

were addressed in a Plan ofAssistance dated July 2, 2013). Accordingly, all such matters

22 occurred more than four years before the date that the Notice at issue in the present case was filed

23 on August 10, 2017. The acts that allegedly occurred in 2012 were not subject to any of the

24 exceptions enumerated in the statute. The Commission's Decision reflects on its face that it was

25 based in significant part upon evidence of these past allegations, which is discussed in detail at

26 pp. 12-14 and 20-22 of the Decision (Ex. A).

27 73. Moreover, the Commission failed to comply with EC II 44938, which required the

District to refrain from acting upon any charges of unprofessional conduct unless at least 45
-21-
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calendar days prior to the date of filingof charges, the employee was given written notice of the

allegedly unprofessional conduct "...with such particularity as to furnish the employee an

opportunity to correct his or her faults and overcome the grounds for the charge..." EC II

44938(a) (Ex. A pp. 15-16 $ 5). As noted, Mr. Barney was provided with no such opportunity.

/b) Resoondent Failed to Aoolv the Obiective Morrison Criteria lo the Evidence in
Determinine that Barnev II'as U>>fit to Teach

74. Pursuant to EC >j 44932(a)(6) and other controlling law, a educator who is a

certificated employee of a California School District may not be dismissed from employment

10

unless the District proves "evident unfitness for service," i.e. that he or she is a>ifit to tencli.

Although a claim of "immoral" or "unprofessional" conduct are listed as independent grounds for

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

dismissal under EC II 44932(a)(l), the California Supreme Court has declared that in order to pass

constitutional muster, the determinative test is fitness to teach, which must be determined on the

evidence of each case as a question of ultimate fact. See Board ofEducation v. Jack M. (1977)

19 Cal.3d 691, 696-698.

75. As briefly discussed above, in Mor>ison v. State Board ofEducation (1969) I Cal.3d

214, the California Supreme Court set forth various factors to be considered by the factfinder in

detertnining whether or not a teacher is fit to teach, to be considered in light of the specific

Education Code sections alleged to have been violated in the particular case. These criteria set an

objective standard to be applied by the Commission in deciding a case in which it is alleged that a

teacher is unfit to teach. As the Respondent's Decision tacitly acknowledges (albeit via a

parapltrased list that is not wholly accurate), the Morrison factors include: (I) the likelihood the

conduct adversely affected students or fellow teachers and the degree of such adversity; (2)

proximity or remoteness in time of the conduct; (3) the type of teaching certificate held by the

person involved (a key factor here that the Commision ignored); (4) any extenuating or

aggravating circumstances; (5) the praiseworthiness or blameworthiness of the person's motive;

27

28

See San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on Professional Competence (2013) 214
Cal. App. 4'" 1120, 1142-42, citing/quoting Board ofEducation v. Jack M. (1977) 19 Cal.3d 691,
696.
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(6) the likelihood of recurrence of the conduct; and (7) the extent to which disciplinary action

may inflictan adverse impact or chilling effect upon the constitutional rights of the teacher

involved or other teachers (which the Commission apparently characterized as "notoriety" or

"publicity"). The Morrison Court further emphasized that the administrative body has the

discretion to consider remorse for alleged misconduct, but that such discretion "...does not include

a right to revoke a teacher's certificate because he happens to disagree with the board as to the

morality of any particular conduct." Id at 229.

76. Respondent's findings fail to support the Decision under the requisite analysis

applying the pertinent Mor>ison factors. The Decision reflects that even ifRespondent did

10 consider the factors, it did not do so in light of the full set of evidence of record, or the proper

weight to be given specific pieces of evidence. In particular;

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

o Even ifevidence of the 2012 disciplinary incident was otherwise admissible, it

would not support a "likelihood of recurrence,*'s it involved a complaint alleging

a different form of conduct (not involving physical contact) by a co-worker. Nor

is there any other evidence supporting that such "misconduct" (ifit could be

indeed characterized as such) is likely to recur. Moreover, the remoteness in time

of the 2012 incident is significant, and the Commission essentially ignored the fact

that Mr. Barney had received no complaints from students, colleagues, parents, or

anyone else; or any record of disciplinary action, since that time. It also ignored

his testimony indicating his willingness to learn from the experience and make

changes ifso instructed.

o The Commission ignored significant extenuating factors, which also relate to the

type of teaching certificate held by Mr. Barney —specifically, special education

and physical education —both areas that necessarily require special attention to

motivation of students and safety. Ofparticular note, Mr. Barney was teaching

weiglrt iraining when the touching complained of occurred. He and the District's

own PE witness, Mr. Peck, testified that touching students when assisting in such

28 moves as performing squats is sometimes necessary for safety and avoidance of
-23-
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10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

20

21

injury. Mr. Barney testified that his greatest concern is for student safety, and he

touched students in order to assure that they were not injured. Other extenuating

factors disregarded or given little weight by the Commission include Mr. Barney's

"Golden Apple" award and the testimony of numerous witnesses praising his

teaching and motivation skills.

e No evidence suggests Mr. Barney's alleged conduct adversely affected any

students other than (allegedly) Accuser and N.H., or affected any fellow teachers.

Additionally, the degree to which the alleged adversity impacted Accuser (who

admitted to Ms. Raimond that she might be "super sensitive" based on her past bad

experiences) or N.H. (whose statement was primarily based on her alleged

observations of Mr. Barney's interactions with other students) is questionable.

Numerous colleagues and other students who provided a statement or testimony

spoke positively of Mr. Barney and his teaching skills. As noted, Mr. Barney's

use of the words "booty" and "bikini"were based on the students'wn expressed

goals in which they used these terms (one ofwhich is common slang and other

describing a type of garment, and neither of which could reasonably be deemed

crude, vulgar or obscene). No one other than Accuser and N.H. complained about

either his choice of terminology or his touching of students. Notably, he was

teaching up to 20 students per class in three PE classes at the time of the alleged

incident, in an open gyni where numerous people (including faculty, staff,

administration, and students) regularly came and went, and the doors were always

22

23

24

25

26

27

open.

e Beyond the opinions of Accuser and N.H., no evidence suggests Mr. Barney had

any sexual or otherwise improper motive in his use of the students'wn

terminology or his anatomical references such as "nipple line;" or in his touching

of students, which he expressly testified was done to assure that the students were

not injured. His own testimony, plus that of other witnesses including students

28 and the District's PE witness Mr. Peck, support a finding that his touching of
-24-
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12

13

14

15

16

17

18

students was appropriate, done with permission, and otherwise in line with

applicable laws and regulations, as well as sound PE teaching and safety practices.

e As noted, numerous extenuating circumstances, including Mr. Barney's Golden

Apple award and consistent praise from students and teachers alike, positive

performance reviews, thorough and credible explanation of what occurred with

Accuser and why, and other factors in his favor were ignored or glossed over by

the Commission. Additionally, no evidence suggests that Mr. Barney's alleged

conduct created adverse notoriety or publicity, or any adverse impact upon

students or teachers, especially since no one other than the Accuser and N.H.

complained about his conduct and no criminal charges were filed following a

police investigation. However, there is no indication in the Decision that the the

Commission considered the adverse impact of its dismissal of Mr. Barney on the

students who benefitted from his classes; on other teachers (particularly PE

teachers placed in fear of adverse consequences for any necessary touching of

students for legitimate training or safety putT>oses); or the chilling effect its

Decision would have on the constitutional rights of Mr. Barney or other teachers in

being afforded a fair hearing and due process prior to being deprived of their

livelihood.

19 77. Again, in recognition that many of the statutes within the Education Code and related

20 regulations are based on such vague and subjective standards as "immoral" or "unprofessional "

21 conduct, Morrison established the above-referenced set of objective criteria to be applied when

22 evaluating whether a permanent school employee may be dismissed. While the Commission

23 cites to Morrison and states that the factors were considered in the Decision (Ex. A p. 19-20 $$

24 23-25), its discussion throughout the Decision fails to support that the requisite factors were fairly

25 considered or analyzed in light of the evidence.

26 78. On the contrary, the Commission found, on the basis of essentially three categories of

27 evidence, two of which were from witnesses of questionable credibility and one of which was

28 outright unlawful to consider; and without weighing extensive, credible evidence to the contrary,
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that Barney's dismissal should be upheld. Additionally, it based its key findings and ultimate

conclusions that Mr. Barney was subject to dismissal on what it characterized as Mr. Barney's

"admissions," (Ex. A p. 8 $ 20), but which the evidence in fact revealed to be a set of impressions

concocted from notes taken at the February 17, 2017 meeting by Mr. Schwartzwald, an

administrator with no physical education teaching experience. As noted, Mr. Schwartzwald

admitted in testimony that he was "not positive" what he asked Mr. Barney about in the meeting,

and that his notes were not quotes of Mr. Barney's statements but rather his own words

intervrerinz such statements.

79. Accordingly, in two distinct ways, Respondent abused its discretion by its failure to

10 proceed in the manner required by Iaw, to Mr. Barney's profound detriment and prejudice.

(2). Respondent's Decision is Not Supported by its Findings

12 80. A significant portion of the Commission's Factual Findings (Ex. A pp. 1-15) are

13 factually inaccurate, contradictory, and/or based on evidence that was either of questionable

14

15

credibility or cannot be considered as a rnatter of law, while concurrently disregarding evidence

to the contrary that weighed in Mr. Barney's favor, as detailed herein. Additionally, as noted, its

16 Legal Conclusions (Ex. A pp. 15-23) include citations to boilerplate authority, but little legal

17 analysis of how the cited statutes or cases apply to the facts before the Commission. (Ex. A pp.

15-20, $$ 1-26).

19 81. However, even ifthe Commission's findings were supported by the evidence and

20 applicable law, which they are not, they would be insufficient as a matter of law to justify its

21 decision that Mr. Barney was subject to dismissal on any of the four grounds stated, let alone to

22 support the Decision under applicable legal standards requiring findings that establish unfitness to

23 teach.

24 82. Additionally, while it claims that an administrator's "loss of confidence" in an

25 educator and doubt regarding the educator's ability to serve as a role model for students are

26 factors that "may be considered"( Ex. A p. 20 $ 26), the Commission also acknowledges that

27 "The evidence must not only be sufficient to support a finding that [the teacher] engaged in the

28 misconduct but also a fmding that his misconduct met the criteria for grounds for dismissal" (Ex.
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I Ap. 20027).

83. The Commission then goes on to summarize a list of the findings it presumably relied

on as satisfying such criteria and thereby providing grounds for upholding Barney's dismissal

(Ex. A p. 20 $$ 27-28), As noted, such findings are comprised of the Comnaission's summat3 of

Barney's alleged "admissions" made at the February 17, 2018 meeting, which are in fact based on

Mr. Schwartzwald's notes of his "impressions" that the Commission itself admitted were of

questionable accuracy (Ex. A p. 9 $ 21).

84. It is worth reviewing these findings once again in the context in which they appear, as

conclusions supporting groumls for dismissal. The Commission —relying on the verbatim,

10 subjective interpretation of HR administrator Mr. Schwartzwald —found that Mr.Barney, a PE

renclrer, conducting his weight training class, engaged in the following conduct:

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

e He touched students when providing exercise instruction instead of modeling

proper technique.

o He touched students on the hamstring, which is just below the buttocks.

o He used two fingers and touched [Accuser] along and just below the collar bones,

a few inches above her breasts.

e He made statements such as: "Work your booty," "Tighten your booty," "You can

have the best booty ever" and "Bring the bar down to your nipples or something

similar to that effect rather than using anatomic terms.

o He did not teach students the names of muscles, or muscle groups.

He emphasized with his students the importance of exercise to improve appearance

as opposed to improving health and fitness.

23

24

(Ex. A p. 20 $ 28).

85. Even ifwholly accurate and supported by the evidence (which, as explained, they are

25 not), such findings fall far short of the type of conduct that may be deemed to constitute evidence

26

27

establishing "unfitness to teach" upon application of the proper criteria, as set forth in Morrison

and other controlling authority. Contrary to the Commission's conclusions as set forth in the

Decision:
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10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

The Commission's findings of fact and law failed to establish that cause existed to

dismiss Mr. Barney for "immoral conduct" pursuant to EC Ii 44932(a)(1). Again,

Respondent relied extensively on inadmissible evidence of the 2012 incident, Mr.

Barney's purported "pattern and habit of touching," plus his use of allegedly

"inappropriate" language and his effort to justify the conduct complained of (as

was his absolute right) in making this determination (Ex. A p. 21 $ 39).

a The Commission's findings of fact and law failed to establish that cause existed to

dismiss Mr. Barney for "unprofessional conduct" pursuant to EC lj 44932(a)(2).

Yet again, it relied extensively on inadmissible evidence of the 2012 incident and

resulting disciplinary action, along with broad generalizations regarding his

allegedly "inappropriate*'nd "unprofessional" behavior (purportedly established

by the testimony of two witnesses of questionable credibility) (Ex. A p. 21 $ 39).

o The Commission's findings of fact and law failed to establish that cause existed to

dismiss Mr. Barney for "evident unfitness for service" pursuant to EC ss

44932(a)(6). Once again, it relied in large part on the prior incident and Barney's

alleged failure to comply with the extraordinarily vague and subjective terms of

the 2013 "Plan of Assistance" provided to govern his conduct following that

incident (Ex. A p. 14 $ 39); and his supposed failure to establish that he had

learned fiom the experience (notwithstanding the four-plus years of positive

teaching experience with no complaints whatsoever since that time). It simply

concluded, without providing any evidentiary or legal basis whatsoever, that his

conduct "...showed that he has a defect of temperament or an inadequacy that is a

fixed character trait, irremediable, and that renders him evidently unfit to teach"

(Ex. A p. 22 $ 41).

o The Commission's findings of fact and law failed to establish that cause existed to

dismiss Mr. Barney for "persistent violation or refusal to obey school laws or

reasonable regulations of the District" pursuant to EC tj 44932(a)(8). Very little

28 discussion is provided as to how, when, or why Mr. Barney allegedly violated the
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specific Board Policies cited, with the Commission simply concluding that "itwas

determined" that the cited rules (which, as noted, imposed highly subjective

standards) were violated (Ex. A p. 23 $ 43).

4 86. Again, a permanent certified employee of the District cannot be dismissed on

5 subjective grounds, even those set forth in the cited statutes, absent an objective determination

6 that he or she is unfit to teach. Thus, the Commission abused its discretion because even ifall of

7 its factual findings are fullycredited and the Court considered only evidence favorable to the

8 District, such evidence would be manifestly insufficient to demonstrate Mr. Barney's unfitness to

9 teach as required to uphold his dismissal under EC II 44932(a)(6).

10 87. Accordingly, the Commission prejudicially abused its discretion by issuing a

11 Decision that is not supported by its findings.

12 (3). Respondent's Decision is Not Supported by the Evidence

13 88. The Commission further abused its discretion because the Decision is not supported

14 by evidence in the administrative record sufficient to establish that Barney engaged in conduct

15 constituting unfitness to teach.

16 89. As noted, the Commission failed to properly weigh the evidence, giving inordinate

17 weight to approximately three items or categories of evidence adverse to the Petitioner.

18 Specifically, the Decision primarily focuses on (I) the testimony of the Accuser; (2) the testimony

19 of her friend N.H4 and (3) the 2012 incident. This evidence is insufficient to support

20 Respondent's findings of fact or ultimate conclusions reached in its Decision. This is particularly

21 true considering that the Commission also mischaracterized its administrator's inaccurate

22 summary of Mr. Barney's alleged "admissions" as "findings," and concurrently disregarded or

23 gave little weight to other evidence, which refuted or otherwise had a significant impact on the

24 meaning and/or credibility of the limited adverse evidence on which Commission relied.

25 90. In particular, the Decision reflects that the Commission either ignored or barely noted

26 a great deal of evidence of critical importance submitted by both sides, particularly evidence that

27 either supported Barney's position or negatively impacted the credibility of the Accuser and N.H.

28 Such evidence is set forth in detail at Paragraphs 56-57, above. To summarize:
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10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

o The Commission either entirely disregarded or gave little weight to evidence

offered in Mr. Barney's favor, including but not limited to Mr. Barney's receipt of

the student-voted "Golden Apple" award; his recent satisfactory evaluations and

absence of any complaints or discipline for over four years; the positive testimony

regarding his teaching and motivational skills from numerous members of the

administration and staff who often observed him teaching (none of whom reported

witnessing inappropriate behavior or language); Mr. Barney's own detailed

testimony providing credible explanations for the training and safety-related

touching that occurred and his choice of terminology; and the supportive

statements/testimony of several other students who defended Mr. Barney's

professionalism and integrity.

The Commission also paid scant attention to evidence that called into question the

credibility of the District's only alleged eyewitnesses, specifically, Accuser and

N.H. It failed to mention Accuser's comment reported in Ms. Raimond's

statement noting her concern that her past experiences were causing her to be

"super sensitive*'o a situation in her PE class; it ignored testimony by Ms.

Raimond and Officer Ehlers establishing that Accuser physically indicated to both

that Mr. Barney had touched her under her collar bone and not on her breast; it

failed to cite the testimony of.l.M. regarding Accuser's reputation for "being

dramatic in school and lying," mentioned but apparently gave little or no weight to

evidence, including attendance records, indicating that N.H. was in the physical

education class with Accuser on only one of the dates at issue, and N.H.'s later

expression of uncertainty about what she saw to Detective Mansour. The

Commission's decision relied in large part on its determination that the testimony

of these two witnesses was credible without identifying any specific evidence

supporting this determination, such as their demeanor, manner, or attitude.

It also paid scant (ifany) attention to significant circumstantial evidence impacting

the weight of the direct evidence in Mr. Barney's favor. Among the most
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10

12

significant, each of Mr. Barney's three physical education classes contained up to

20 students. Mr. Barney taught weightlifting by a circuit training method, which

kept him busy working with numerous students during the class. Various members

of the faculty, staff, and administration also stopped by or used, the gym during

Barney's classes on a regular basis. The gym where the classes were held was a

large, open room with double doors that were almost always open during classes.

Besides Accuser and N.H., none of the other students, administrators, faculty, or

staff who present at any time in the PE room or Mr. Barney's class, including

Principal Napoleon, Ms. Raimond (who frequently observed his classes) or Officer

Ehlers (who testified that he walked by almost daily) ever reported hearing or

seeing any inappropriate touching or comments fiom Mr. Barney.

91. Additionally, the Commission acknowledged, but apparently gave little ifany

13

14

weight to its own finding that the District's investigation was "not optimal," particularly in that

"The District did not question the students who were present in the physical education class or the

15 Maverick I-Iour during the time that [Accuser] alleged the misconduct occurred." The Decision

reflects that statements were obtained from only a few students, and that "Mr. Schwartzwald did

17 not ensure that the investigation was done propetly and that the notes were taken accurately

18

20

during the meetings." (Ex. A p. 9 $ 21).

92. Accordingly, the Commission prejudicially abused its discretion by issuing a

Decision that is not supported by the evidence of record, and is contrary to the weight of such

21 evidence. Evidence was submitted to support a conclusion that Mr. Barney touched a student near

22

23

the collar bone and hamstring area within the context of weight training instruction, and used

common slang and anatomical terms as a part of such instruction. However, there was iio

24 substantial, credible, or reliable evidence to support a finding that his conduct was so offensive,

25 inappropriate, or immoral that it rendered him unfit to teach under an objective standard, as

26 required by EC tj 44932(a)(6) and other applicable law.

27 V. BARNEY IS ENTITLEDTO RECOVER HIS DAMAGES INCURRED

28 93. As a result of the Commission's actions, particularly in unjustifiably suspending Mr.
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Barney without pay for a period of approximately seven months (fiom August, 2017 to March,

2018) while investigating the subject charges and conducting the hearing; and then unlawfully

dismissing him from employment as set forth above, Mr. Barney has sustained damages

including, but not limited to, loss of pay retroactive to the date of the unjustified suspension (both

regular school year and summer school), loss of retirement contributions, and lost fringe benefits

and/or medical cost reimbursements.

94. The Commission is liable for these damages because its suspension without pay, and

subsequent dismissal of Mr. Barney was invalid and unlawful, amounting to a denial of a fair

hearing and an abuse of discretion on multiple grounds, as set forth herein. He is entitled to

10 recover these damages incurred under CCP tj 1095, EC (tj 44945-44946, and other applicable

law.

12 95. Additionally, Mr. Barney is personally obligated to pay his attorney for attorney

13

14

services to prosecute this action, and has incurred significant costs related to bringing this action.

He is therefore entitled to recover attorney fees as provided in EC tj 44944(f)(2) and (5).

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Petitioner, Joshua Barney, prays for judgment as follows:

1. For a peremptory writ of mandate, issued under the seal of this Court pursuant to CCP tj

1094.5, compelling Respondent, the Commission on Professional Competence, forthwith to

vacate, annul, and set aside its Decision and Order filed on or about March 7, 2018; and further

compelling Respondent, its employees, its agents, its officers, and all persons acting in its behalf

or in concert with it:

(a) To reinstate Petitioner to his previous position of employment, together with all

pay, benefits, seniority, years of service, and emoluments of that position;

(b) To restore to Petitioner all back pay and benefits that would have been received

by him but for the unpaid suspension and subsequent discharge fiom the date of the

suspension until such date as he is reinstated;

(c) To pay Petitioner interest on the back pay at the full legal rate, such interest
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accruing from the date each paycheck or other pay item disbursement would have been

received had Petitioner not been suspended and discharged;

(d) To remove fiom Petitioner's personnel file or any other file used for personnel

purposes any and all documentation relating to the incident adjudicated in this Petition,

and refrain fiom using the subject incident in any way adverse to the Petitioner.

2. For an order awarding Petitioner all other damages incurred as a result of Respondent's

actions complained of herein in an amount according to proof;

3. For Petitioner's costs of suit herein, including attorney fees to the extent allowed

pursuant to EC $ tj 44944(f)(2) and (5), 44945 and other applicable law; and

10 4. For such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper in the

circumstances.

12

13

14

15

Dated: May& j 2018

Respectfully Submitted,

JOHN P MARTIN,ATTORNEYAT LAW

16

17

18

Jgih"P M@in
homey for Petitioner

19

20

21

22
VERIFICATION

23

24

I am the Petitioner in this proceeding. The facts alleged in the above petition are true of

my own knowledge.

25 I declare under penalty ofperjury under the laws of the State of California that the

26 foregoing is true and correct.

27

28
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Date: Maylf, 2018
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BEFORE THE
COMMISSION ON PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCE

GROSSMONT UNIONHIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

In the Matter of the Dismissal of:

JOSHUA BARNEY, OAH No. 2017090130

Respondent.

IJKCISION

The Commission on Professional Competence of the Grossmont Union High School
District heard this matter on January 29, 30, 31, and February 1, 2018, in El Cajun,
California,

The Commission on Professional Competence included Charles Mendoza, Ron .

Lardizabal, and Vallera Johnson, Administrative Law Judge, State ofCalifornia, Office of
Administrative Hearings, who served as chairperson.

Ingrid Meyers, Attorney at Law, of the law firmofDannis Woliver Kelley,
'epresentedJulie Mottershaw, Assistant Superintendent, Human Resources, of the

Grossmont Union High School District.

Fern Steiner, Attorney at Law, Smith, Steiner, Vanderpool, k, Wax, represented
Joshua Barney.

The matter was submitted on February 2,

2018.'ACTUAL

FINDINGS

l. Joshua Barney (Respondent) is a permanent certificated employee ofthe
Grossmont Union High School District (District). He testified that he holds special
education, health and physical education credentials.

'he hearing concluded on February 1, 2018. The record remained open for the
commission members to deliberate, which occurred on February 2, 2018.

On February 2, 2018, the record closed, and the matter was submitted.



Respondent described his career with the District. In 1992, he began at Chaparral
High School as a campus supervisor in a classified position. He commenced his career as a
certificated employee with the District in 1999. Between 1999 and 2016, he taught special
education at Helix High School (one year), Granite HillsHigh School (10 years), Steele
Canyon High School (one year), returned to Granite Hills High School (orte year), Santana
High School (two years), Chaparral High School (one year) and IDEACenter High School.
During the 2016-2017 school year, he taught physical education at IDEA.

2. Chaparral, IDEA and Merit Academy are physically located on the same
campus. The administrators for all three schools are the same and are Iocated on the campus
ofIDEA. In January 2017 and on the date ofhearing, the principal was David Napoleon;
there were two vice-principals, and one of the vice-principals was Dawn Cuizon. In
addition, the campus resource officer was Darren Ehlers, and the school nurse was Lonnie
Raimond.

Chaparral is a continuation school; the students who attend: (I) are on expulsion
tram the District or enrolled in schools outside the District, or (2) need special education
services or a smaller environment.

IDEA is an "alternative school choice" which means that any student within the
District can apply to attend. IDEA is project-based leanung. The focus is on restorative
practices and competency based grading. It is a smaller school environment. The school
tends to draw students who come I'rom home schools or charter schools or who are on
campus because they are anxious about going to a large school. At IDEA, there are smaller
classrooms; students demonstrate their knowledge by doing projects or presentations as well
as using technology. In addition, at IDEA, career pathways programs are available to
students, such as construction, cooking and floral design.

On the class schedule is a class entitled "'Maverick Hour." Mr. Napoleon described
Maverick Hour as a combination ofhomeroom and tutorial, a bit of a teacher-student
mentorship. The class is divided into grade levels; so, there is ninth grade Maverick Hour,
tenth grade Maverick Hour, etc. It is a time and place for some student counseliug, to talk to
a specific group of students, and for the students to get additional help. Tutorials are held
two days a week. Students can go to other classrooms ifthe teachers in the classrooms
arrange this, for example to take a test or to complete a science laboratory. At IDEA, during
the day, typically, even ifa student has completed a class (for example science) project, the
student does not typically leave the class to go to another class, unless there is a valid reason
to do so.

3. District Board Policy No. 4119.21 sets forth the Dissect's fundamental
expectations of its certificated employees and provides "The Governing Board expects
District employees to maintain the highest ethical standards, to followDistrict policies and
regulations, and to abide by state and national laws. Employee conduct should enhance the
integrity of the District and the goals of the educafional program.."



4. Also, the District has policies prohibiting discrimination, intimidation,
harassment and bullying for all of its educational programs and activities. (Board Policy
Nos. 0410, 4119.11, 5131.2, and 5145.7.')

5. District Policy/Administrative Regulation No. 4119.11 "Sexual Harassment
states; "The Grossmont Union High School District is committed to having a positive
learning and working environment for its students... [and] prohibits unwelcome sexual
harassment of... students by any employee." Moreover, District policy provides relevant
examples of sexual harassment, including "unwelcome graphic verbal comments about an
individual's body, unwelcome touching, patting, pinching, strolong, squeezing, tickling, or
brushing against a person,... rating a person's sexuality or attractiveness... [and] [s]exist
or stereotyped

comments.*'.

District Board Policy No. 5137 "Positive School Climate" explains that, "The
Governing Board desires to enhance student learning by providing an orderly, caring, and
nurturmg educational and social environment in which all students can feel safe and take
pride in their school and their achievements. The school environment should be
characterized by positive interpersonal relationships among students and between students
and staff."

7. As ofJanuary 2017, for two quarters, Student B.P. had been in respondent's
Maverick Hour. He "gave her a bad vibe" from the first day of class. Typically, she
reported to Maverick Hour in respondent's classroom, and he authorized her to go to Amy
Reid's Maverick Hour. (Ms. Reid was another teacher on campus.) On January 23 and 24,
2017, Student B.P. attended Respondent's physical education/weight training class.

g. In January 2017, Students N.H. and T.S. were in Respondent's physical
education class.

9. On August 10, 2017, the Statement ofCharges for Dismissal and Immediate
Unpaid Suspension was Gled with the District's governing board. On that date, Ms,
Mottershaw, in her official capacity, recommended to the board that Respondent be
dismissed from employment and suspended without pay. Her recommendations were

In addition to the Board policies cited in this finding, the District cited a criminal
statute, Board policy and Board administrative regulation that are not relevant to this
proceeding and therefore not included.

Penal Code section 243.4, subdivision (d) is a criminal statute, and the District has no
jurisdiction to Gle criminal charges.

A copy ofBoard Policy 4011 was not included as part ofExhibit B.

Board Policy No. 5145.3 and Administrative Regulation No. 5145.3 are related to
students, not certificated personnel



approved by the board. The Statement ofCharges alleged that Respondent engaged in
actionable conduct, as set forth in:

~ California Education Code'ection 44932, subdivision (a)(1)
[immoral conduct],

I Code section 44932 subdivision (a)(2) [unprofessional conduct],

e Code section 44932, subdivision (a){6), [evident ungtness for
service),

e Code section 44932, subdivision {a)(8) [persistent violation of
or refusal to obey the school laws of the state or reasonable

regulations prescribed for the government of the public schools

by the state board or by the district*s governing board;

e Allofhis conduct has beenunprofessional within the meaning
ofCode section 44933; and

e Respondent's immoral conduct authorized his immediate
suspension under Code section 44933.

On the same date, by letter, Ms. Mottershaw informed Respondent of the foregoing
and his right to a hearing.

10. On August 21, 2017, Respondent filed a request for hearing and raised the

affirmative defenses that included:

e The facts as alleged were insufficient as a matter of law to
constitute "cause" for dismissal pursuant to Code section 44932.

a The facts as alleged were insufficient as a matter of law to
establish that Respondent engaged in immoral conduct pursuant

to Code sections 44932, subdivision (a)(1) and 44939.

e The facts as alleged were insufficient as a matter of law to

establish that Respondent engaged in unprofessional conduct
pursuant to Code sections 44932, subdivision (a)(2).

e The facts as alleged were insufficient as a matter of law to
establish that Respondent was unfit for service pursuant to Code

section 44932, subdivision (a)(6).

'ereinafter all reference is to the California Education Code unless otherwise stated.



o The facts as alleged were insufficient as a matter of law to
establish that Respondent engaged in persistent violations of or
refusal to obey the school laws of the state or reasonable
regulations prescribed for the goveniment of the public schools
by the state board or by the District's governing board.

e The District suspended Respondent without pay but failed to
allege any legal basis that would support such action;
Respondent sought retroactive pay, retirement contributions,
lost fringe benefits and/or medical cost reimbursements
according to proof.

~ The District failed to provide Respondent with evidence upon
which it relied in making its decision as is required by law.

e Under Government Code section 11506, subdivision (a)(2), the
Notice did not state acts or omissions on which the district may
dismiss respondent.

s Under Government Code section 11506, subdivision (a)(3), the
Accusation was so indefinite or uncertain that Respondent could
not identify the specific grounds for dismissal nor prepare his
defense.

11. On January 24, 2017, Student B.P. reported to Ms. Raimond that Respondent
had engaged in inappropriate conduct and behavior. After Student B.P. reported this
information, Ms. Raimond called on the "site only*'adio for an administrator. Ms. Cuizon
responded to the site's nurse's office . Ms. Cuizon entered the nurse's office. Ms. Raimond
asked Student B.P. to repeat her statement to Ms. Cuizon. Student B.P. did so. Because Ms.
Raimond's radio call was unusual, Officer Ehlers responded as well. However, Ms. Cuizon
waived Officer Ehlers off, indicating that he should not enter the office.

While outside the office, Officer Ehlers observed that Student B.P. was visiblyupset
(her eyes were red and blurry; she was uriping her eyes and treinbling, as ifshe had been
crying), while she talked to Ms. Cuizon and Ms. Raimond Initially,he did not get involved.
Officer Ehlers explained how the "school and police relationship" is supposed to work on
campus; initiallythe administration does the investigation until the administrator identifies
possible criminal activity.

'fficerEhlers described the physical setup of the nurse's office. It was temporary
quarters for a number ofoffices, including the nurse's office and was located in the leamiug
resource center. The nurse*s office had thick glass, making it visible to the outside.



Thereafter, Ms. Cuizon took the student into her office, asked Officer Ehlers to join
them and asked Student B.P. to repeat her statement in Ofhcer Ehlers's presence. Student
B.P. complied; she de'scribed and demonstrated how Respondent touched her. He instructed
Student B.P. to write out a statement on school forms. In the meantime, as part ofprotocol,
Officer Ehlers contacted the El Cajon Police Department. He did so for two reasons; in his
opinion, the conduct alleged could constitute child abuse; further, he knew Student B.P. (he
interacted with all students at the school), and he knew Respondent (as a teacher and a
football coach). Officer Ehlers wanted a fair and unbiased investigation conducted by
someone who did not know either of them.

12. On January 24, 2017, Student B.P. completed two separate statements. Both
were provided to Officer Ehlers at different times.

The first written statement was drafied at 11:50 a.m. and provided to Officer Ehlers
at 1:40 p.m.

Barney had me workout my arms [on Monday, January 23,
2017], and when I came to school the next day [he] was
touching the top ofmy chest asking me how my muscles felt,
then [he] went and grabbed under my butt and told me it was
time to workout my "booty" then repeatedly told me that the bar
when I'm doing a bench press needed to come down and touch
my "titty"or "nipple" [sic] This has been going on for a couple
ofdays. I*vebeen in his maverick for almost two quarters, [sic]
snd he has always gave me a bad vibe, [slc] but it was just
recently that he started touching me. "Yourbody is going to
look so amazing in a bikini this summer" he said that to me
while I was working out my abs. In maverick hour, he asked me
"do you have a boyfriend?" While I said '"no"" he continued to
ask me questions about what guys at school liked me, and when
I told him what guys I think might like me, he sounded like a
jealous boyfriend then asked me ifI drove yet and when I said
"no" he said "good ... oh I was going to help you find a job.*'t
made no

sense.'he

second statement was drafted on the same date at 2:35 p.m. Student B.P.
and stated:

I was wearing jeans with a rip, [sic] and he was trying to rub the
rip offthe right side ofmy leg. He got really close to my
vagina, but I didn't think anything ofit at the time, and he didu't
touch my vagina, so I didn't think anything of it. Ikinds just let

'tudent B.P. wrote this statement at 11:50 a.m, She gave it to Officer Phlers at
1:40 p.m.



it go. It was about last Thursday that it had happen [sich no I
did not give him permission to touch me in anyway shape or
foiill.

13. On that date, after Student B.P. reported Respondent's alleged misconduct and
behavior, Ms. Cuizon contacted Principal Napoleon. He contacted Gary Schwartzwald, the
District's Director ofHuman Resources. The District took the allegations seriously and
placed Respondent on paid administrative leave. Mr. Schwartzwald instructed the site
administrators to interview other students. Ms. Cuizon interviewed and obtained statements
from three other students. She selected students that she believed would be honest. She did
not interview any of the students who were in the physical education class with Student B.P.

14. On January 24, 2017, Detective Ted Mansour, of the El Cajon Police
Department, arrived at the campus at or about 2:00 p.m. He met with Officer Ehlers and
discussed Student B.P.'s statements. Detective Mansour instructed Ofiicer Ehlers to
interview other students. By the time that Detective Mansour arrived, the District had placed
Respondent on administrative leave. A criminal investigation was conducted, and no
criminal charges were filed against respondent.

15. On January 25, 2017, Student B.P. drafied another statement that was provided
to Ms. Cuizon and Officer Ehlers at 9:12 a.m., which stated:

I was standing there talking to Nicole or Moira, I can'
remember, but Barney lifted up my shirt, play punched rne
twice, then told me I have a really nice core.

Barney then began to help me squat yesterday and stood behind
me, placed his hands on my lower hips and began to help me go.

16. On January 25, 2017. Student N.H. drafted and submitted the following:

So I have noticed this for a while but didn't think about
reporting ituntil now. Coach Barney has a tendency to touch
female students inappropriately. He would touch them around
the shoulders and boob area then make comments about our
body's [sic] and stare at my'oobs and butts. I do not feel
comfortable around him. He sometimes grabs their thighs and
asks ifthey are sore. I am 99.9% sure he touched B.P.'s boob
on Monday. He makes comments about our bodies in bikinis
and stuff.

Officer Ehlers interviewed Student N.H. Ms. Cuizon did not interview Student N.H.
and was not present when Officer Ehlers did so.

N.H. testified that she should have written "their" and not "my".



17. On January 27, 2017, Student T.S. provided the following statement:

Coach Barney is a good person tk coach. He ALWAYSasks if
he can touch you to fixyour form or show you what muscles
you are working. When doing this activity, you can ask all of
his students [sic] and they willagree with what I said.

18. On February 17, 2017, the District met with Respondent to get "his side of the
story." Present at the meeting were Respondent, Respondent's attorney, Principal Napoleon,
Ms. Cuizon, Mr. Schwartzwald, HollyScarella (Mr. Schwartzwald's assistant) and an
attorney who represented the District. During this meeting, in response to questions,
Respondent admitted the following:

He touches students when providing exercise insnuction instead
ofmodeling proper technique.

e He touches students on the hamstring, which is just below the
buttocks.

s He used two fingers and touched student B.P. along and just
below the collar bones, a few inches above her breasts.

e He made statements such as: "Workyour booty, tighten your
booty, you can have the best booty ever" and "Bring the bar
down to your nipples" or something similar to that effect rather
than using anatomic terms.

a He did not teach students the names ofmuscles, or muscle
groups.

He emphasizes with his students the importance ofexercise to
improve appearance as opposed to improving health and fitness.

19. Prior to filingcharges in this case, on May 23, 2017, Ms. Mottershaw and Mr.
Schwartzwald met udth Student B.P. At that time, Student B.P. retold her interactions with
Respondent. Student B.P. described and demonstrated on her body how Respondent had
touched her. Ms. Mottershaw found Student B.P.'s statements to be consistent with her prior
statements. Ms. Mottershaw found these statements to be credible and trustworthy.

20. Upon completion of the investigation, the District determined that cause
existed to dismiss Respondent and filed the Notice and Statement of Charges.



21. In order to ascertain whether Respondent inappropriately touched Student B.P.
and other students and/or made inappropriate statements in the classroom, the evidence was
evaluated.

The District's investigation was not optimal. The District did not question the
students who were present in the physical education class or the Maverick Hour during the
time that Student B.P. alleged the misconduct occurred. There was some inconsistency in
testimony; for example, Mr, Napoleon testified that„on January 24, 2017, he was present on
campus and in the meeting when Respondent was placed on paid administrative leave. In
fact, he was not. Mr. Schwartzwald did not ensure that the investigation was done properly
and that the notes were taken accurately during the meetings. There was some question
about whether Student N.H. was present in class on the date that Student N.H. alleged that
she observed Respondent touch B.P.'s breasts,

Nevertheless, regarding the most salient issues, Student B.P.'s statements to Ms.
Raunond, Ms. Cuizon, Officer Ehlers and Ms. Mottershaw were consistent. Her oral
statements were consistent with her written statements. Most significantly, despite some
inconsistencies, the statements ofB.P. and N.H. were consistent with Respondent's
statements.

Further, based on his on testimony, Respondent did not understand that others might
misinterpret his conduct.

22. Respondent explained how he taught weight training classes. He had
machines and free weights in his classroom. When students were new to the class, over a
two to three-day period of time, he would demonstrate how to use the machines or weights,
talk the student through the movements and then have the students demonstrate. When he
taught bench press, Respondent told the student to bring the bar to the mpple or nipple line.
He explained that he did so because, earlier in the year, he told the students to bring the bar
to their chest; one student did so and was injured; so, he used more specific language.
Further, Respondent explained that when doing a bench press, there needs to be a "spotter,"
someone who stands behind the student to make sure the person can liftthe weight or help if
the student is having a hard time with the weight or to protect the student from injury.

Respondent testified that his greatest concern was the safety of the students. He
touched students in order to assure that the students were not injured.

Respondent described teaching physical education as his dream job. Both Ms.
Raimond and Officer Ehlers agreed that Respondent was motivating his students.

23. On January 23, 2017, Student B.P. attended Respondent's second period
weight training class for the first time. She was not enrolled in that class. He instructed her
to make arrangements to be enrolled in his class.



On this date, he had Student B.P. work on her upper body. Respondent taught her
how to use the bench press. He had a student demonstrate. Student B.P. did not do it
properly. Respondent described her as uncoordinated; she brought the bar to her ribs.
Respondent told her "to bring the bar to your nipples and then back up."

24. On January 24, 2017, Student B.P. returned to the physical education class.

25. On this date, Student B.P. told Respondent that she was hurt, and he told her
that he believed that she was sore. Respondent testified that they discussed the issue and she
insisted that she was hurt, not sore. He asked her to do an exercise, and she said that she was
not able to do so. He talked to her about checking to see ifshe was sore or injured, explained
how he would do so and asked her permission to do so; according to Respondent, she
authorized him to touch her. Respondent took two fingers on his right hand, poked the front
ofher shoulder, in the upper chest and at her collar bone. He was trying to determine ifthe
muscle had knotted or ifthere was a pulled muscle. Based on his assessment, Respondent
explained to Student B.P. that she was sore, not hurt and that the soreness comes from lactic
acid buildup; he told her, to get rid of the soreness, she needed to stretch and to drink lots of
water.

In Respondent's opinion, he was qualified to assess Student B.P. because he had
worked as a coach for 26 years and worked with a college trainer. However, he
acknowledged that he had no formal education or training to assess a student for injury.

According to Respondent, he assessed Student B.P. rather than send her to the nurse'
office for evaluation because of a discussion that occurred at a staff meeting he attended.
Both the nurse and the principal said that too many students were going to the nurse's office,
and the students needed to be checked before being sent to the nurse's office. Though Ms.
Raimond and Mr. Napoleon testified as witnesses, neither confirmed Respondent's
interpretation oftins meeting discussion.

26. On her second day in class, Respondent had Student B.P. work her lower
body. Among other things, he had her work on donkey kicks. He had another student
demonstrate, and Respondent instructed Student B.P. However, Student B.P. did it wrong.
Respondent testified that he went down on his right knee, put his hand on her shoelace on top
ofher shoe with right hand; he told her to tighten her hamstring; she did not and asked what
was a hamstring; he explained that it was on the back ofher leg; he took two fiugers, closed
his fist and tapped it. He told her to tighten it and could see the hamstring contract. Then he
raised her leg with his right hand twice and told her to do it. She did it correctly.

27. On the same date, Respondent admitted that he told Student B,P. that she had a

strong core. He explained that he did so because she demonstrated that she was "strong"
when sbe performed a series of exercises; he told the students when they were strong; ifthey
were weak, be told them the areas that could use some improvement and gave exercises they
could do to help that issue.
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28. Despite his denials, for the reasons stated in Findings 11 through 2?, Student
B.P.*s version ofthe events that transpired was more credible than Respondent's version.

29. The evidence established that Respondent lilted Student B.P.'s shirt, "play
punched" her twice and told her she had a nice core.

30. The evidence established that Respondent helped Student B.P, squat, stood
behind her and placed his hands on her lower hips as she squatted.

31. Respondent admitted that, in his class, he used the word "booty" and "you are

going to look so amazing this summer in a bikini." He explained that he did so to motivate
the students. He asked students what their goals were in the class. One student said that she
wanted a better "booty" and another student said that she wanted to look good in a bikini
during the summer. Another reason was it was his way of telling the students to dress
appropriately for class the next day because the students did not have lockers. On January
23, 201?, he said, "we willwork our booties tomorrow." Respondent testified that he did not
direct the language to Student B,P. Nevertheless, Student B.P. felt that he did.

32. Respondent did not dispute that he had a conversation with Student B.P. about:

a Whether she had a boyfriend?
e What guys liked her at school?
o Did she have a driver's license'
e Did shehaveajob?
e He was going to help her find a job.

Respondent explained that he asked about her boyfriend because she and another boy
in the class appeared to be flirting;he did not want to pair them in the class ifthey had a
relationship. He asked about what guys liked her at school because he was getting to know
her as he had been instructed to do during Maverick Hour. He had been instructed to get to
know students so that ifthey had a particular problem that needed counseling the student
could receive assistance. He asked about whether she drove and ifshe had a job because a
former athlete that he knew asked ifhe could recommeud anyone for a job; he felt that she

would qualify because she was a senior and had good class attendance.

33. Teaching physical education is Respondent's dream teaching position. He
established that he motivated some ofhis students. He treated other students in the same

manner as he did Student B.P. He touched his students because of his concern about mjury
for the students. According to Respondent, staff {includingPrincipal Napoleon, Ms. Cuizon,
Officer Ehlers and Ms. Raimond) observed him teach students, observed him touch and
heard him speak to the students in the manner he described. However, the evidence did not
support his testimony, and, in fact, was to the contrary. Principal Napoleon testified that,
though sometimes he worked out with the students, he did not hear Respondent use such

language in his classes or observe him touch students; he thought his conduct and language
were inappropriate.



34. Student N.H. testified as a witness in this proceeding. She explained that she
was uncomfortable in Respondent's class but did not think to report it until she provided her
written statement. Overall, her testimony was consistent with her written statement, with one
exception. In the written statement, she said: "He would touch them around the shoulders
and boob area and then make comments about our body's [sfcl and stare at my boobs and
butts." She testified that she should have said: "... then make comments about their bodies
and stare at their boobs and butts,"

Based on her testimony as well as Respondent's, it was established that Respondent
touched females inappropriately; he touched them around their shoulders and "boob" areas;
he made comments about their bodies and stared at their "boobs and butts'*; Student N.H. did
not feel comfortable around Respondent. He grabbed "thighs" and asked ifthey were sore.
He made comments about their bodies and "stuff."

35. Zachery Peck, a retired teacher, testified as a witness in this proceeding
regarding the dufies and obligations of a physical education teacher. He worked between
September 1985 and June 2015. Between 2004 and 2014, he taught physical education,
including weight lifting. Typically, he demonstrated the exercise but might have a student
who was proficient demonstrate the exercise, One ofhis concerns were things that could
negatively affect their back, spine or neck. Ifhe saw students doing something iu that area,
he would touch them, push their back in, straighten them. Mr. Peck did not remember
touching the students a lot for purposes of instruction. When the student complained of
being sore, he did not touch the student's collar bone and/or shoulder because he did not
have the abilityor knowledge to judge that the student was sore based on touching the
student; so, he would not have done it.

When he taught weight training, Mr. Peck did not touch students as Respondent
admitted he touched his students. When he taught weight training, he did not use the
language that Respondent admitted he used in class.

36. Based on the facts, it was established that Respondent's misconduct aud
inappropriate statements violated the Board's policy that set forth its expectation of
certificated employees. (Board Policy No. 4119.21). Respondent repeatedly violated this
Board policy.

37. Based on the facts, it was established that Respondent's misconduct and
inappropriate statements violated the Board's policies that prohibit discrimination,
intimidation, harassment and bullying (Board Policy Nos. 0410, 4119.11, 5131.2, 5145.3,
itR5145.3, and 5145.7). He repeatedly violated these Board policies.

38. This is not the first time that Respondent has engaged iu the type ofconduct
described in Findings 18, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 and 32.

On July 2, 2013, the District provided Respondent with a Notice ofSuspension
vrithout Pay, Notice ofUnprofessional Conduct as a result ofhis sexual harassment towards
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a colleague, failure to followdirectives &om administration, use ofprofamty and engaging in
inappropriate interactions with students. More speci&cally, it was alleged in that No&ce that,
during the course of the 2012-2013 school year, Respondent made the followingcomments
and took the following actions toward Bobbi Salazar, an instructional aide, and others.

(a) He repeatedly referred to Ms. Salazar as "Hot Bobbi" and
did so vAth enough regularity that students in his class began
ca(hug her "Hot Bobbi "

(b) On November 21, 2012, when a student asked Ms. Sa! azar
ifshe missed her husband (who was out of town), Respondent
stated: '*What time should 1 come over?" implying that he and
Ms. Salazar were having an affair. Respondent made this
comment in &ant of students.

(c) He made comments toward Ms, Salazar that her sisters were
"hot" or words to that effect.

(d) On December 6, 2012, during classroom instruction,
Respondent stopped teaching and told Ms. Salazar that she
"looked good" that day,

(e) Between August and November 2012, Respondent told
Lindsay Connolly, the District's substitute instructional aide,
that she looked good in her pants and that she should wear them
more often.

(fj On December 12, 2012, during a conversation with Ms.
Salazar, Respondent tried to excuse his inappropriate actions
and comments, he said, "This class drives me crazy. They piss
me off, and Courtney (one ofhis students) is a fucking cunt," or
words to that effect.

(g) Respondent displayed images offemale celebrities (Carrie
Underwood and Katie Perry) and, in references to those images,
Respondent told his students that the women were "hot."

(h) Respondent dowstloaded images of the Dallas Cowboys
cheerleaders and the San Diego Chargers cheerleaders and
engaged in a discussion with male students wherein he
compared their physical attributes. This conversation was held
in &ont of female students.
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39. In the 2013 Notice, the District provided Respondent with specific directives
on how to improve his conduct through a "Plan ofAssistance." Relevant portions of this
"Plan ofAssistance" included the following:

(a) Conduct yourself in appropriate and professional manner at
all times. At minimum you must treat your students... with
fairness, respect, consideration, and dignity. You shall endeavor
at all times to avoid circumstances which may give rise to the

appearance of improper behavior.

(b) Cease and desist from all unnecessary physical contact with
students.

(c) Do not engage in any conversations or communications in
which you make reference to any student['s]... physical
attributes or body shape. You shall not refer to students... as

"sexy" or "hot" or otherwise physically or sexually attractive.

(d) Do not discuss matters of a sexual nature or make use of
sexual innuendo with any students... Do not discuss your
personal relationships or sexual proclivities, or any other
mappropriate personal matters with any student.... Do not
compare the physical attributes of anyone with or in the
presence ofyour students.

(e) You are specifically directed to discontinue any teaching
style in which you have assumed or established the role of
friend, peer, buddy, or other such inappropriate relationship with
students.

(I) Do not use profanity while at work, or in reference to any
student.

40. Also, the Plan ofAssistance notified Respondent that be is "to correct his
performance during the ensuing 45-day period.... [and following] the completion of the 45-
day period, you are further directed to maintain compliance with the directives contained in
this letter at all times in the future." Further, he was notified that ifhe failed to follow the
directives in the Plan ofImprovement, "the Board ofEducation may institute additional
disciplinary action against you, up to and including dismissal."

41. Respondent provided evidence that, in 2010 and atter his discipline in 2013, he

completed "Making Right Choices: Educator Sexual Misconduct Training*'. He was unable
to arhculate what he learned, ifanything, about whether he could touch students. Regarding
the discipline in 2013, he testified that he learned not to have &iendships at work, and that
the discipline occurred because a friend of 10 years tumed on him.



42. During the hearing, Respondent provided an explanation for his acts and
statements during the 2016-201? school year (until January 24, 2017). Atno time did he

appear to understand that his conduct or statements could be misconstrued. At no thne did
he express appreciation for the wrongfulness ofhis misconduct. Atno time did he appear to
understand that his conduct and/or inappropriate statements constituted or may have
constituted a violation ofthe 2013 "Plan ofAssistance."

Respondent expressed remorse for his misconduct because it resulted in discipline,
not because it was inappropriate, unprofessional or because of the impact ithad on
colleagues or students.

43. Principal Napoleon was aware that Respondent had been previously
disciplined by the District and the basis for discipline. He served as the vice-principal at
Granite HillsHigh School for four years, including during the school year that the District
disciplined Respondent. Mr. Napoleon was not involved in the investigation and/or
discipline ofRespondent, but he was aware of the District's action Mr. Napoleon described
the facts underlying the investigation.

44. The District's administrators have lost confidence in Respondent's ability to
meet the expectations of teachers in the District.

LEGALCONCLUSIONS

Stattttory Authority

1. Apermanent employee may be dismissed for cause only after a dismissal
hearing (Cal. Educ. Code, 844934 and 44944.)

2. Education Code section 44932 specifies the permissible causes for termination
of a permanent certificated employee,

3. Education Code section 44944 establishes the right to a hearing, the process
for selecting the three-member Commission on Professional Competence and sets forth the
Commission's authority regarding its final decision.

4. Education Code section 44938 outlines the procedures the governing board
must followbefore acting on any charges brought against a teacher for unprofessional
conduct or unsatisfactory performance.

Educagon Code secrion 4493g, subdivision (a) states:

The governing board ofany school district shall not act upon
any charges ofunprofessional conduct unless at least 45
calendar days prior to the date ofthe filing, the board or its
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authorized representative has given the employee against whom
the charge is filed, written notice of the unprofessional conduct,
specifying the nature thereof udth such specific instances of
behavior and with such particularity as to furnish the employee
an opportunity to correct his or her faults and overcome the
grounds for the charge....

Burden and Standard ofProof

6. The "burden ofproof'eans the obligation of a party, to convince the trier of
fact that the existence ofa fact sought to be proved is more probable than its nonexistence.
(Redevelopment Agency v. Norm 's Slauson (1985) 173 Cal.App.3d 1121, 1128.)

7. The standard ofproof in a teacher dismissal proceeding is a preponderance of
the evidence. (Gardner v. Commission on Professional Competence (1985) 164 Cal.App.3d
1035, 1039-1040.) A preponderance of the evidence means that the evidence on one side of
an issue outweighs, preponderates over, and is more than, the evidence on the other side of
the issue, not necessarily in number ofwitnesses or quantity, but in the convincing effect the
evidence has on those to whom it is addressed. In other words, the term refers to evidence
that has more convincing force than that opposed to it. (People ex rel. Brown v. Tri-Union
Seafoods, LLC(2009) 171 Cal.APP.4th 1549, 1567.)

Grounds for Dismissal

8. The term "immoral*'as been defined generally as that which is hosfile to the
welfare ofthe general public and contrary to good morals. The term "immoml conduct" has
been defined to include conduct inconsistent with rectitude, or indicative ofcorruption,
indecency, depravity, dissoluteness; or as willful,flagraut, or shameless conduct showing moral
indifference to the opinions ofrespectable members ofthe community, and as inconsiderate
attitude toward good order and the public welfare. "Immoral conduct" is not confined to sexual
matters. It includes an inconsiderate attitude toward good order and the public welfare. It is
sometimes synonymous with "dishonesty" or a high degree ofunfairness. (Board ofEd. ofSan
Francisco UnifiedSchool Dist. v. Preiland (1960) 179 Cal.App.2d. 808, 811, noting that no
other California cases had previously defined the term "immoral conduct.'*)

Immoral Conduct

8. "Immoral conduct'* is conduct hosfde to the welfare ofthe general public and is
not confined to sexual matters. (San Diego UnifiedSchool Dist, v. Commission on Professional
Competence (2011) 194 Cal.App.4th 1454, 1466)

9. Immoral conduct cannot be considered in the abstract Itmust be considered in
the context in which the Legislature has considered it, as conduct which is hosfile to the welfare
ofthe general public; more specifically, conduct which is hostile to the welfare of the school
community. In providing standards to guide school boards in placing restraints on conduct of



teachers, the Legislature is concerned with the welfare of the school community. Its objecfive is
the protecfion of students trom corruption. This is a proper exercise ofthe power ofa state to
abridge personal liberty and to protect larger interests. But reasonableness must be the

governing criterion. (Irforrison v, State Board ofEducation (1969) 1 Cal.3d 214, 224.) The
phrase "immoral conduct" within the meaning ofthe Education Code denotes immoral or
unprofessional conduct or moral turpitude of the teacher that renders the teacher unfit to teach.
(Ibid. at p. 225.)

10. "As between a teacher and his student, '(a)n important part ofthe education...
is the instilling ofa proper respect for authority and obedience to necessary discipline. Lessons
are learned from example as well as from precept.'Citation) 'A teacher... in the public school
system is regarded by the public and pupils in the light ofan exemplar, whose words and
actions are likelyto be followed by the [students] coming under (his] care and protection....
The teaching by example as well as precept, ofobedience to properly constituted authority and
discipline necessary to a well-ordered society, is an important part ofeducation."'8'atson v.

State Bd. ofEducation (1971) 22 Cal.App.3d 559, 565.)

11. "The calling ofan educator is so intimate, its duties so delicate, the things in
which a teacher might prove unworthy or would fail are so numerous that they are incapable of
enumeration in any legislative enactment. The educator's abiTity to inspire children and to
govern them, his power as an educator, and the character for which he stands are matters of
major concern in an educator's selection and retention.... An educator in the public school
system is regarded by the public and pupils in the light ofan exemplar, whose words and
actions are likelyto be followed by the students coming under lfis care and protection." (San
Diego Unifi'edSchool District v. Commission on Professional Competence (201 1) 194
CaLApp.4', 1454, 1463-64.)

12. The governing board ofa district is entrusted with the conduct of the schools
under its jurisdiction, their standards of education, and the moral, mental, aud physical welfare
of the pupils during school hours. An important part of the education of any child is the
instillingofa proper respect for authority and obedience to necessary discipline. Lessons are
learned from example as well as &omprecept. "Book learning" is only a phase ofthe important
lessons a child should leam in school. (Palo Verde Unified School Dtstrt'ct ofRiverside County
v. Ifensey (1970) 9 Cal.App.3d 967, 970-71.)

13. Rejecting statutory terms, such as "immorality,'*"unprofessional conduct,'* or
"moral turpitude" as overly broad to use as grounds for discipline ofpublic school teachers, the
Morrison court created a seven-part test to assess whether a misbehaving teacher is fitto teach.
(Broney v. California Comm. on Teacher Credentialing (2010) 184 Cal.App.4th 462, 466.)
"Because such terms as 'immoral,'unprofessional,'r 'involving moral turpitude're too
broad and amorphous to be used as abasia for the termination ofa professional license, itmust
be shown the conduct in question indicates an unfitness to engage in the profession.'* (Ia'. at pp.
473-74.)



14. Since the term *'immoral conduct" is vague and broad, whether the conduct
demonstrates an unfitness to teach must be measured against seven criteria set forth in
Morrison. (Governing Board ofABC Unified School District v. Haar (1994) 28 Cal.App.4th
369, 383.)

Evident Unfitness for Service

15. The applicable standard or determinative test in teacher dismissal cases is
whether the person is fit to teach. "Fitness to teach*'s probably a question ofult'unate fact.
(Board ofEducation v. Commission on Professional Competence (1980) 102 Cal.App.3d
555, 560-561.)

16. "Evident" is defined as "clear to the vision and understanding." 'qlnfit"is
defined as "not ht; not adapted to a purpose, unsuitable; incapable; incompetent; and physically
or mentally unsound*'nd "unsuitable, incompetent and not adapted for a particular use or
service." (Palo Verde Unified SchoolDistrict ofRiverside County v. Hensey (1970) 9
Cal.App.3d 967, 972.)

17. In Woodland Joint United School Dist. v. Commission on Professional
Competence (1992) 2 Cal.App.4th 1429, the court noted the two parallel, yet contradictory, line
ofcases regarding "unfit for service." One line ofcases equated that term with "unprofessional
conduct," and the other line of cases distinguished the definition ofthe two. In deciding that the
latter line ofcases was the correct way to evaluate "unfit to serve," and complied with the rules
of statutory construction. The Woodland court concluded that "unprofessional conduct'* and
"evident unfitness for service" do not mean precisely the same thing. Although conduct
constituting "evident unfitness for service*'ill often constitute "unprofessional conduct," the
converse is not always true. "Evident unfitness for service" requires that unfitness for service
be attributable to defect in temperament, which is not necessary for a finding of"unprofessional
conduct." Nevertheless, lower courts may not disregard the criteria for unfitness set out in
Morrison where that court concluded that "unprofessional conduct" meant conduct showing a
teacher was unfit to teacIL These criteria must be analyzed to determine, as a threshold matter,
whether the conduct indicates unfitness for service. Ifit does, the next step was to determine
whether the "unfitness" is "evident*', i.e., whether the offensive conduct is caused by a defect in
temperament. (Id. at pp. 1442-1445.) A finding of"unfit to serve" can be made ifthe evidence,
taken in the aggregate, shows that retaining the employee would pose a significant danger of
psychological harm to students and fellow students (Id. at p. 1456.)

18. To establish a teacher is unfit to teach, Morrison requires a nexus between

government employment and alleged employee misconduct stemming from the principle that
"[no]person can be denied government employment because offactors unconnected with the
responsibilities ofthat employment." (San Diego Unified School Districtv. Commission on
Professional Competence (2011) 194 Cal.App.4th 1454, 1463.)

19. 'qlnlike 'unprofessional conduct,'evident unfitness for service'onnotes a fixed
character trait, presumably not remediable merely on receipt ofnotice that one's conduct fails to



meet the expectation of the employing school district.*" (San Diego Unified School District v.

Commission on Professional Competence (2011) 194 Cal.App.4th 1120, 1142-43.)

20. In determining whether the teacher's conduct indicated unfitness to teach, such
matters as: (1) the likelihood that the conduct may have adversely affected students or
fellow teachers, (2) the degree of such adversity anticipated, (3) the proximity or remoteness
in time of the conduct, (4) the extenuating or aggravating circumstances, ifany, surrounding
the conduct, (5) the likelihood of the recurrence of the questioned conduct, and (6) the
notoriety and publicity accorded the teacher's conduct may be considered. (Jack M, supra,
at p.702, f'n 5.)

Persistent Violation ofor Refusal to Obev Laws

21. The word "persistent" is defined by lexicographers as "refusing to relent;
continuing, especially in the face ofopposition... stubborn; persevering... constantly
repeated.'* (Governing Board ofthe Oakdale Union School District v. Seaman (1972) 28
Cal.App.3d 77, 82.) Subdivision (7) pertains to unintentional as well as intentional
transgressions, and hence the Legislature has decreed that a single violation is not sufficient
to warrant dismissal, apparently to allow for correction; "itis the persistent disregard" of
school rules that the subdivision is designed to regulate. (Jd. Atp.84.)

22. Aviolation ofEducation Code section 44932, subdivision (a)(7), must also be
established by reference to the Morrison factors. Ifunfitness to teach is shown, then the District
must further establish that employee's refusal to followthe laws or regulations was

"persistent,*'.e.,

"stubborn and continuing." (San Dieguito Union High School District v, Commission on

Professional Competence (1985) 174 Cal.App.3d 1176, 1183.) Isolated incidents or incidents
involving au issue unresolved over a period oftime are not generally considered "persistent."
(Bourland v. Commission on Professional Competence (1985) 174 CaLApp.3d 317.)

Morrison Factors

23. In Morrison, supra, the Supreme Court identified seven factors to consider when
evaluating whether the school employee should be dismissed: (I) the likelihood that the
conduct adversely affected students or fellow teachers and the degree ofsuch adversity, (2) the

proximityor remoteness in time of the conduct; (3) the type of teaching certificate held by the
teacher; (4) the existence ofextenuanng or aggravating circumstances and publicityifany,
surrounding the conduct, (5) tbe praiseworthiness or blameworthiness ofthe motives resulting
in the conduct; (6) the likelihood ofrecurrence ofthe quesfioned conduct; and (7) the extent that
the discipline may adversely impact or have a chilling effect on the constitutional fights ofthe
teacher. Those factors are considered in this decision.

24. The Morrison factors may be applied to the charges in the aggregate. When a

camel's back is broken, the trier offact need not weigh each straw in its load to see which one
could have done the deed. A trier offact is entitled to consider the totalityofthe ofiensive
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conduct. (ftroodland Joint UnifiedSchool Dist. v, Commission on Professional Competence

(1992) 2 Cal.App.4th 1429, 1456-1457.)

25. Only the perfinent lvforrison factors need to be analyzed. (Broney v. Cahfornia
Commission on Teacher Credentialing (2010) 184 Cal.App.4th 462, 476.)

Other Disciplinary Considerations

26. An administrator's loss ofconfidence in the educator and doubt regarding the
educator's abilityto serve as a role model for students are factors that may be considered. (San

Diego Unified School District v. Commission on Professional Competence (2011) 194

CalApp.4th 1454, 1460.)

Evaluation

27. The evidence must not only be sufficient to support a finding that Respondent
engaged iu the misconduct but also a finding that his misconduct met the criteria for grounds
for dismissal.

28. While working as a physical education teacher, in his weight training class,

Respondent engaged in the followingconduct:

He touched students when proidding exercise instruction instead
ofmodeling proper technique.

He touched students on the hamstring, which is just below the
buttocks.

s He used two fingers and touched student B.p. along and just
below the collar bones, a few inches above her breasts.

e He made statements such as: "Work your booty," "Tighten your
booty," "You can have the best booty ever*'nd *'Bringthe bar
down to your nipples" or something similar to that effect rather
than using anatomic terms.

a He did not teach students the names ofmuscles, or muscle
groups.

o He emphasized with his students the importance ofexercise to
improve appearance as opposed to improving health and fitness.

29. ln 2012 Respondent engaged in similar misconduct. Among other things, he

(1) made inappropriate comments towards a colleague in the presence ofstudents, (2)
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displayed images offemale celebrities, in reference to these images, he told his students the
women were "hot*', (3) downloaded images ofNational Football League cheerleaders, and
engaged in a discussion with the male students, comparing the physical athdbutes ofthe
women in the presence of female students.

In July 2013, the District provided Respondent with a Plan ofAssistance that included
among other things, very specific directives, including: (1) to cease and desist all
unnecessary physical contact udth students, (2) not to engage in conversations or
communications in which he referenced a student's physical attributes or body shape, (3) not
to discuss any inappropriate personal matters vrith students. In the Plan ofAssistance,
Respondent was informed to correct his performance during the ensuing 45-day period;
follouring the 45-day period, he was directed to maintain compliance with the direcfives at all
times in the future.

In October 2010 and again following the issuance of the Plan ofAssistance,
Respondent took a seminar entitled "Making Right Choices: Educator Sexual

Misconduct.*'he

course dealt with appropriate touching ofcolleagues and students.

Despite attending the seminar on two separate occasions, the conduct that occurred
during the 2016-2017 school year (until January 24, 2017) was similar to the conduct that
occurred in 2012 and that was prohibited by the directives in the District's Plan ofAssistance
and also prohibited by District expectations and policies.

38. At no time has Respondent expressed true remorse for his misconduct in 2012
or 2017. Atno time did Respondent accept responsibility for his actions. Instead, he blamed
his colleague involved in the 2012 incident and sought to justifyhis conduct that occurred
during the 2016 —2017 school year (until January 24, 2017). There was no evidence
presented that Respondent appreciates the wrongfulness ofhis acts or his bad judgment.

39. Respondent's misconduct and inappropriate language evidence his disregard
for the District's primary goal and expectations that come with the teaching profession. His
pattern and habit oftouching, and making inappropriate and unprofessional comments,
negatively impacted the work and educational environment. Respondent's conduct was
de&mental to the District and its students. Respondent was fullyto blame for his conduct.
He is not a model ofgood behavior. He cannot be relied upon to act morally and uphold the
responsibilities ofa public educator. Respondent has no appreciation for the wrongfulness of
his acts and misconduct; as such, ifallowed to retain his position, it is likely that he will
engage in the same or similar misconduct again.

Based on the facts and the law, it was established that cause exists to dismiss
Respondent for immoral conduct pursuant to Education Code section 44932, subdivision
( )(I)

40. By letter, dated July 2, 2013, the District provided Respondent with a Notice
ofUnprofessional Conduct pursuant to Education Code section 44938. The Notice



delineated Respondent's unprofessional conduct and provided him with specific directives
for improvement and directed him to stop his conduct. Respondent's acts and misconduct
dming the 2016-2017 school year (until January 24, 2017) established that be failed to
comply with the directives as to how to improve his conduct, in particular, in
communications to and about students and coIleagues, and to stop his sexually harassing,
touching, unprofessional and completely inappropriate behavior.

Despite the directives, training and assistance, Respondent failed to improve his
conduct to a professional leveL

Based on the facts and the law, cause exists to dismiss Respondent for unprofessional
conduct pursuant to Education Code section 44932, subdivision (a)(2)

41. The facts and the law have been analyzed to determine whether it was
established that Respondent is evidently unfit to serve as a teacher m the District.

In 2013 Respondent was disciplined by the District for sexual harassment of a
colleague and making inappropriate comments in the presence ofcolleagues and students.
The District instructed Respondent on how to appropriately interact with teachers, students
and colleagues; to not harasses students or touch them in a sexual manner; to be respectful
towards students and colleagues; to not make inappropriate and derogatory comments to and
about students and colleagues; and to execute his job duties in a professional manner.
Nevertheless, Respondent engaged in tbe same or similar conduct during the 2016 and 2017
scbool year (until January 24, 2017). Respondent provided no evidence to establish that he
has learned I'roin the experience or that his conduct would change in the future ifreturned to
the classroom. The District instructed Respondent on how to appropriately interact with
teachers, students and colleagues; to not harasses students or touch them in a sexual manner;
to be respectful towards students and colleagues; to not make inappropriate and derogatory
comments to and about students and colleagues; and to execute his job duties in a
professional manner. Respondent*s conduct showed that he has a defect of temperament or
an inadequacy that is a fixed character nuit, irremediable, and that renders him evidently
unfit to teach.

Based on the facts and the law, it was established that cause exists to dismiss
Respondent pursuant to Education Code section 44932, subdivision (a)(6), evident unfitness
for service.

42. The facts and the law have been analyzed to determine whether Respondent
persistently violated or refused to obey the rules governing his employment.

Respondent knew or should have known ofthe Govemiug Board's policies aud
expectations as a certificated employee of the District, including Board Policy Nos. 0410,
4119.11, 4119.21, 5131.2, 5137, and 5145.7. The District attached copies of the foregoing to
the Statement ofCharges. Having reviewed the foregoing Board policies and the facts, it



was determined that Respondent repeatedly violated Board Policy Nos. 0410, 4119.11,
4119.21, 5131.2, 5137, and 5145.7.

Based on the facts and the law, it was established that cause exists to dismiss
Respondent pursuant to Education Code Section 44932, subdivision (8), persistent violation
or refusal to obey school laws or reasonable regulations of the District.

43. Upon the filingof the Statement ofCharges, the District placed Respondent on
immediate unpaid suspension. In his Notice ofDefense, Respondent seeks reuoactive pay,
retirement contributions, lost fringe benefits and/or me<heal cost reimbursement accorthng to
proof. The parties disagree regardmg the procedure that must be followed pursuant to
Education Code section 44939 and whether the Commission has jurisdiction to issue an order
compelling the District for back pay and benefits. Respondent offered no evidence ofhis
back pay or benefits during the hearing. The Commission determined that the charges
support dismissal ofRespondent on the basis ofimmoral conduct. As such, he is not entitled
to reinstatement ofhis salary and benefits. Thus, it is not necessary to address the arguments
related to the appropriate procedure to filepui suant to Education Code section 44939.

ORDER

The appeal ofJoshua Barney's dismissal Irom employment with the Grossmont
Union High School District is denied. The request ofthe Grossmont Union High School
District to dismiss Joshua Barney is granted. Joshua Barney is dismissed fiom employment
with the Grossmont Union High School District. The Notice ofIntent to Dismiss and
Statement ofCharges filed against Joshua Barney is affirmed.

Dated: March 4, 2018

pea ~rqd d.

RON LARDIZABAL
Commission Member

Dated: March 4, 2018

CHARLES MENDOZA
Commission Member

Datol: March 5, 2018 a~laud by.

VALLERAJ. JOHNSON
Administrafive Law Judge
Office ofAdministrative Hearings
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January 25, 2017

Statement from Lonnie Raimond LVN

I am the school nurse at IDEA Center School. On January 24, 2017 around 11255 a student, ~
came to my office and asked ifshe could talk to me alone. Behind closed door, she shared

something to me. She was afraid her past bad experiences were causing her to be super sensitive to a
situation happening in her P.E. class. She said, "I feel uncomfortable around Barney". She told me that
Mr. Barney would say it is leg day and he would grab her bottom part of buttocks to show where she
should feel the workout.

~spoke of another day, Mr. Barney explained to her that the weight bar had to come down and
"touch her nipples or tits".~ told me on a different day that Mr. Barney asked if it was sore, while cupping his hand under her
armpit and touching above her breast.~ stated one incident where Mr. Barney lifted up her shirt, punched her twice in the stomach, and
said "You have a nice stiffcore".

Per ~ Mr. Barney asked ifshe had a boyfriend, and what guys liked her at school. Mr. Barney also
said IEIIgwas going to have an amazing bikini body by summer.

1gggS said one day Mr. Barney stated he was rubbing dirt off~s pants and his thumb came very
uncomfortably close to her privates.

Last incident g5%5told me about was while doing squats, Mr. Barney would hold both of his hands low
on e's hips and push down and pull up.

I immediately called for Dawn Cuizon on the radio, and she came to my office within five minutes. Ms.
Cuizon listened to+gain my office, then took her to her office.
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Hearing, Volume I INTHE MATTEROF THE DISMISSAL OF JOSHUA BARNEY

1 right?

THE WITNESS: Where he put -- where he put his
3

1
hands?

THE JUDGE: Correct.

THE WITNESS: Right. What did you say?

THE JUDGE: I said your testimony was that he

7 touched her near the muscles above her breasts. And

8 during the time that you were talking about that

10

THE WITNESS: Mm-hmm.

THE JUDGE: You moved your hands around.

THE WITNESS: Well, the muscle that goes right
12 bere. No. No. He touched her right here (gesturing)
13

14

THE JUDGE: Okay. Did he

THE WITNESS: He didn't -- not that I -- no, I
15 don't remember him saying that he felt down or went down

16 here (gesturing) or anything like that.
17 THE JUDGE: Okay. She -- did she demonstrate
18 while she explained it to you?

20

THE WITNESS: I don't recall.
THE JUDGE. Okay. And you said something about

21 be didn't go down there. What does that mean?

22 THE WITNESS: He didn't put his hands on her
23 breasts. He was touching her muscle, the muscles that
24 you would be working.

25 THE JUDGE: Okay. And where would you describe
KRAMMCOURT REPORTING
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1 that you'e putting your hands'?

THE WITNESS: I don't know. I need to ask him

3 what this muscle is. He knows probably better than me.

THE JUDGE: No, he doesn't get to testify. You

5 do.

THE WITNESS: I know. I know.

The muscle that is under your clavicle, a

8 little bit down from your clavicle. The muscle right
9 there (gesturing) .

10 THE JUDGE: And you don't recall if she

demonstrated or not?

12

13

THE WITNESS: I don'.
THE JUDGE: Proceed.

14 BY MS . MEYERS:

15 Q Ms. Raimond, as a nurse, were you required to
take a class on anatomy?

17 A Yes.

18

19

20

21

22

Q But you don't recall the muscle groups

A I don'.
Q -- in your upper chest?

A I honestly don', no.

Q Other than what you'e already testified to, do

23 you recall what

24

25

THE JUDGE: Excuse me. Just a minute.

Essentially, you'e saying it was the upper

KRAMMCOURT REPOR11NG
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1 chest. Did I say that accurately?

THE WITNESS: Yes.

THE JUDGE: So she told you that he touched her

in her upper chest?

THE WITNESS: I don't know how you'e going to
interpret upper chest. I mean

THE JUDGEr Closer to

THE WITNESS: The muscles in the upper chest,
9 yes.

10 THE JUDGE: Closer to her shoulders than her
11 breast?

12

13

THE WITNESS: Well, right here (gesturing). I
don't know -- not in a place that was inappropriate for

14 me to touch or anybody to touch. It was the muscle.

15 THE JUDGE: Thank you.

16 BY MS. MEYERS:

17 Q Ms. Raimond, do you know why came and

18 gave this information to you?

19

20

21

22

A Why she gave it to me?

Q Yes.

A She said that she felt uncomfortable.

Q Would you have any reason not to believe what

23 reported to you?

A Yes. In fact, when I was asked to write the
25 report, I said I felt really uncomfortable writing it~ COURT REPORTING Page: 154
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1 investigating these allegations that Ms.

2 told you?

had

A No.

MS. MEYERS: I don't have any other questions
5 at this time.

THE JUDGE: Cross-exam.

MS. STEINER: Thank you, your Honor.

(CROSS-EXAMINATION OF LONNIE JAY RAIMOND)

10 BY MS. STEINER:

Q Ms. Raimond, did Ms. on the 24th tell
12 you she actually wasn't a student in Mr. Barney's P.E.
13 class?

14 A No.

15 Q Did you think she was a student in his class?

A Yes.

17

18

Q And did she give you any dates that any of
these incidents happened, Monday, Tuesday, Thursday?

19

20

A No.

Q I think you started to talk about -- well, let
21 me ask you this -- sorry.
22 Did you ever see Mr. Barney's classroom where
23 he did weights in P.E.?

25

A Yes.

Q How did you see it? Did you physically,
KRAMMCOURT REPORTING
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1 yourself, see it?
A Yes.

THE JUDGE: That's a compound question. The

response is stricken. We'l start again.
5 BY MS. STEINER:

Q Did you personally see his classroom?

A Yes.

Q And would that be as you were in the IDEA

school?

10 A Yes.

12

Q And how would you describe his classroom.

A Very organized. The best I?.E. teacher we'e
13 ever had at that school. He had those -- those students
14 doing exercises. They would be sometimes in -- doing
15 exercises right inside the doors. A lot of times, he'
16 have them

17 THE JUDGE: Excuse me. She's asking you for a

18

19

21

22

description of a classroom. So the response is
stricken.

THE NITNESSr Okay.

MS. STEINERr We'l come back to that.
THE WITNESS: Okay.

23 BY MS. STEINER:

24 Q So physically, is it divided into parts? Is it
25 one big room?
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A It's open. Totally open. Where he did a lot
2 of the exercises was right next to the big giant double
3 'oors that were always opened.

Q And did you ever actually see him teaching the
class?

A Yes.

10

12

Q On more than one occasion?

A Yes.

Q During the '17/'18 school year?

A Yes.

Q During the '16/'17 school year?

A Oh. See, now I'e got to figure he's been gone
13 for a while.

14

15

Q Right.

A So he hasn't been at all at school this year.
16 So it would have been last year, then.
17

18

19

Q '16/'17?

A Correct.

Q And in the time that you saw him teaching the
20 class, did you ever observe him inappropriately touching
21 any students'?

22

23

24

25

A Never.

Q Any female students?

A Never.

Q Did any other female students report to you

KRAMMCOURT REPORTING
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1 they had been inappropriately touched by Mr. Barney?

A No.

Q Did you ever talk to other female students who

4 were in Mr. Barney's class, if you know?

MS. MEYERS: Objection. It's vague and

6 ambiguous and overly broad.

THE JUDGE: Sustained.

Rephrase.

9 BY MS. STEINER:

10 Q Did anybody ever come to you and tell you that
11 Mr. Barney had inappropriately touched them in his P.E.
12 class'

13 A No.

14

15

16

17

18

Q And you never personally observed

A No.

Q -- inappropriate touching?

A No.

Q Did anybody come and tell you that he had said
19 inappropriate words to the students in his P.E. class,
2o other than Ms.

21 A The only thing, the buzz was -- after this
22 happened was

23 THE JUDGE: Excuse me. Her question is did
24

25

anyone tell you that he used inappropriate words in the
classroom?~ COURT REPORTING
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THE JUDGE: How many times did you -- have you
2 observed his class?

THE WITNESS: I could be in and out for several
4 different reasons. Coming and pulling a student that I
5 needed to see, discussing a parent note excusing a child
6 from participating in P.E. Perhaps I was writing a note
7 for a child, and I would hand it to him.

THE JUDGE: So you were actually just going to
9 get a student or dealing with a student

10 THE WITNESS: Yes.

THE JUDGE: -- that was in the class? You

12 weren't observing the class?

13 THE WITNESS: No, I wasn't standing there. I
14 was so impressed by the motivation that he had with
15 these kids that, yes, I did come and watch them

16 occasionally.

17

18

THE JUDGE: So what does that mean?

THE WITNESS: That means that teenagers are
19 very bard to get to do exercises, and he motivated them.

20 They were all working, and it was -- you can ask anybody
21 at our school. It was wonderful to see. We hadn't seen

22 that in a long time. Everybody was up and moving.
23

25

THE JUDGE: So what did you find different
about his teaching methods from the other teachers?

THE WITNESS: A lot of the teachers before

KRAMMCOURT REPORTING
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1 would just sit at a desk, and the kids would sit around

2 on their phones and not participate. I'd they just were

3 allowed to get away with that. It was frustrating to
the staff, but when he took over, he -- he -- we could

5 hear him yelling the numbers, like, you know, to do

6 exercises, like, one, two. I3ut he was really loud. I
7 mean, we could hear him in the I RC. And the kids

were

10

THE JUDGE: You could hear him where?

THE WITNESS: Qh. Excuse me. The LRC, which

is a big room across, which is a real popular room

12 because that's where all our offices were for a

13 temporary time.

14 THE JUDGE: Oh, I see.

15

16

17

THE WITNESS: Kids were getting interested in
P.E. We -- I had girls that were, you know, trying to
lose weight or -- they were getting into, you know,

18 like, lifting weights and things like that. He got them

19 interested in P.E.

20 THE JUDGE: Had you had any interaction with
21 before

22 THE WITNESS: Yes.

23 THE JUDGE: -- January of
THE WITNESS: Yes.

25
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or they may collaborate like -- like the acting class
2 might be collaborating with the construction class to

make scenery. You know, if someone had an interest in
4 P.E., they could go to the P.E. room and that type of
5 thing.

Q During the day, if you know, do students ever
7 mix up their classes? Let's say if I was assigned to
8 math second period but I was done with my math homework

9 or my math work for the day, do you know if I could go

10 to another class? Is there that type of interaction?

12

JL Yes, there is, as long as, you know, the

teachers were okay -- okay with you doing that. Hut to
15 be fair to the teachers, sometimes the kids will show up

14 in another classroom.

15

16

THE JUDGE: I'm sorry. Say that again.

THE WITNESS: If you were done with English,
17 like your English project, like you had to present
18 and because some of our -- our big English tests would

19 be like a Shark-Tank-type program we'd run at the
20 school. So there is a possibility it would take a week

21 to get through all 30 presentations like that.
22 So if you didn't have something to do in your
22 English class because it was presentations, you could

select another classroom to go to. So, for instance,
25 you could go to construction if you were working on a
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1 project, or if you wanted to participate in P.E., you
2 could go to P.E.

However, you know, sometimes the students will
show up in another classroom without the teacher'

5 knowledge.

THE JUDGE: Without the first teacher'
7 knowledge'

10

THE WITNESS: That's correct.
THE JUDGE: Proceed.

MS. MEYERS: Thank you.

11 BY MS . MEYERS r

12 Q Okay. During the 2016/17 school year, did you
13 receive any complaints about Mr. Barney?

14

15

A Yes.

Q And what do you recall about the complaints?

A If we'e talking specifically for the
17 January 24th complaint, I received a complaint that
18 Mr. Barney had physically touched one of the students
19 and was being inappropriate with a female student.
20

21

22

Q Do you recall who the student was?

A I do.

Q And who was the student?
23

Q Did you know who was before
25 learning about this complaint?
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1 been touched inappropriately on -- near -- near her
2 butt, her breasts, her thigh, her stomach.

THE JUDGE: Thank you. Proceed.

4 BY MS. MEYERS:

Q So did provide you any further details
6 about how Mr. Barney had inappropriately touched her or

his conduct?

10

A Yes.

Q And what do you recall?
A I asked her to give me, you know, a brief

11 description of what she was talking about, and that '

12 when she used the words that he touched near my butt,
13

14

indicating where the bottom of her butt —— or her
her -- her -- what do you call it? Where, basically,

15 the mound of her bottom meets her leg.
16 She showed me -- she then touched in the upper
17 thigh close to the -- to her vaginal area but not on it.
18 And when she indicated she had been touched on her
19 breasts, she indicated a spot about two inches below her
20 collarbone, above -- above the -- above the nipple line.
21 And she described that he had lifted up her shirt and

22 had punched her twice in the stomach, not hard but had,
23 you know, tapped her, I guess, would be a better way to
24 use it. But she said, "punched."

25 Q And did you ask to write down, to
KRAMMCOURT REPORTING
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1 assigned to his P.E. class only a few days. But I think
2 the majority of the things that she reported happened

3 within about a two-week period, once the school had come

back into session for January.

Q And were you present

10

THE JUDGE: Excuse me just a minute.

Proceed.

(Interruption in the proceedings.)

THE JUDGE: I'm so sorry.
Proceed.

MS. MEYERS: Thank you.

12 BY MS. MEYERS:

13 Q So, Officer Ehlers, after you received
14 Exhibit 7, what did you do next?

15

16

A Well, during that time, I had met with
officer -- or with Detective Mansour. He had had a

17 chance to interview I was there for
10 part of that. But then he had me go and -- we had a

19 select set of witnesses that I was given to try to go

20 and -- and see if we had any witnesses of the event.
21

22

Q Do you recall who else you interviewed'?

A I took notes in my -- in my report about who I
23 contacted and when. If you'd like -- if you wanted an

24 exact, like, list of who and when, I could look at that.
25 But I -- we started off with the students that we
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1 believed were in the class with
2 which would have been

at the time,

I think =-

and But was not
4 available that day because she had already left the
5 campus for the day.

Q Do you recall if you interviewed
7 on January 24th?

A You know, I think it's possible I didn't catch
9 her that day. This was all happening -- see, some of

10 the kids get out early. They get out about 2:30-ish.
11 And some of the kids get out 3:30-ish. So I think I
12 missed that day. I wound up speaking with a

13 different Qggf, and maybe

who goes by ~, that day. And I can'
15 remember what day I spoke with But that must
16 have been that day or a couple days afterwards.

But I was trying to catch who I could catch at
10 the school that day.

19 Q Okay. So what did you do after you interviewed
20 possibly these other students that day?

21 A Well, I met back up with Detective Nansouz to
22 kind of review what I had come up with. He explained
23 what he was going to need me to do for the case.
24 I do know that they sent a pretext message to
29 Barney using a -- I believe it was using a -- well,
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1 programs that we were really growing was our P.E.
2 program.

THE JUDGE: So the 15 minutes that you were

4 there, you were talking to him?

THE WITNESS: That's correct.
THE JUDGE: Were you -- was he -- did you stay

beyond the 15-minute discussion?

THE WITNESS: No. In fact, we —— I estimated I
9 was there about 15 minutes. We were talking about, you

1IJ know, the program and what he might need and changes he

11 was making, et cetera. And I got radioed to go to a

12 different part of the campus. So then I had to leave
13 that conversation.

THE JUDGE: Okay. Thank you.

THE WITNESS: Yeah.

16 BY MS. STEINER:

17 Q Had you been in Josh Barney's P.E. classroom on

18

19

any other occasion other than that Tuesday, the 24th?

A Yes. I don't -- I don't always make it by
20 daily. I would say I would probably pass by -- well, I
21 pass by the gym regularly. But I probably poke my head

22 in, I guess, once a week or so, or if I needed to speak
23 with a child that was in the gym, sometimes I get them

24 myself. You know, usually if I have a campus

25 supervisory, I have a campus supervisor bring the kids~ COURT REPORTING
Page: 226
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1 different places on the campus.

Q And that gym room was a big, open area. Right?
A That's correct.

Q And when you would poke your head in, would you
5 see the kids actually doing P.E.?

A Yes.

Q And I think you said that that was a good

8 change for the school'

A That's correct.
10 Q That he had -- would it be your opinion that

Coach Barney, as he's known, would -- invigorated the
12 P.E. program at IDEA?

13

14

A That -- that's correct.

Q And on the occasions that you would stick your
15 head in or walk by, obviously, you would be observing,
16

18

19

because that's what you do as a school resource officer,
one of the things you do. Right?

A Correct.

Q And in your observations as you looked in the
20 classroom, did you personally observe Josh Barney
21 engaged in any inappropriate conduct with any male or
22 female student?

23 A No, I never witnessed
24 Q Had you been in Josh Barney's classroom that
25 Monday before also, the 23rd?
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1 Another student named, I believe,
2 offhand remember the other names.

I can'

3 Q I'd like to direct your attention to the next
4 exhibit, 9. Do you recognize this document?

A Yes.

6 Q And what is your understanding this document

7 1S?

B A This is a statement that Officer Ehlers took
9 from a student,

10 Q Were you present when this statement was

11 written?

12 A No.

13 Q So do you recall speaking with
14 about Mr. Barney?

A I do.

16 Q And what do you recall about that conversation?
17 A I believe, in essence, she mentioned that she

18 didn't -- she wasn't 100 percent certain that she saw

19 Mr. Barney touch on the day in question, but
20 because of other interactions she's had with Mr. Barney,

21 she made an assumption that it was likely that he could
22 have touched

23 to me.

the way that was described

24 Q Okay. And if I direct your attention to
25 Exhibit 9, second or so third line up from the bottom
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1 schedules.

There was also, you know, the cardiovascular
3 element of daily running and stretching.

Q And how -- when you taught weightlifting, how

5 did you demonstrate what to do, to the students?

A Usually, I -- I'd probably have a student that
7 would demonstrate. I would demonstrate it. If I knew

8 there was a student who was proficient, I might have

9 them demonstrate. But I would usually just demonstrate,
10 you know, with little or light weight. If I knew a

student who was proficient, I'd ask them to demonstrate
12 and then instruct.
13 Q Did you -- when you taught a weightlifting
14 course at the high school, did you ever have reason to

physically touch the students when they were doing one

16 of the weight exercises?

17 A The thing that scared me with weights was when

18 students were doing squats, things that I thought could
19 negatively affect their -- you know, their back, their
20 spine, their neck. And if I -- if I saw a student doing
21 something in that area, I would -- I would touch them.

22 I'd push their back in. I'd straighten them.

23 In general, I didn't -- I didn't touch them a

24 lot in terms of that kind of instruction. I don'

25 remember touching kids a lot in any of the physical
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1 education classes, you know, for the purpose of
2 instruction. Not a lot.
3 Q And when a student would be doing squats, let'
4 say specifically a female student was doing squats, and
5 if you had a concern about their stability, would you
6 ever touch their hips to help them?

7 A I think I'd push in on their back. I think I'd
8 push in on the lower part of the back, in the curve of

the back so that they were straight. I just didn't want
10 them bending over.

Q And when were you department chair of the
12 physical education?

13 A It was all the way through 2013, I think, from
14 about 2004, something like that.
15 Q And what were your general job duties as the
16 department chair?
17 A Scheduling for the department, working with
18 the -- you know, the vice-principal in charge of
19 scheduling, in charge of master schedule. And then
20 working with the teachers to see what their interests
21 were to try to place them as much as possible.
22 Schedules that, you know, would make their experience
23 positive.
.4j Q So were you the department chair of -- for P.H.
25 for all of the schools, or just
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IN THE MATTEROF THE DISMISSALOF JOSHUA BARNEY

Q Okay. So I want to get some clarification on
3 my question.

So Mr. Barney comes to Chaparral 14/15 school
5 year, I believe. When he came there and you knew about
6 what had happened at Granite Hills, did you have any
7 concerns, then, about putting him in a classroom as a

special ed. teacher?

10

A Yes. That's what Rose Tagnesi and I discussed.
Q And what did you discuss?

A That, number one, we'e a small campus. And I
12 have a very small staff. And I had had a history with
13 Josh, you know. We'e both football coaches. So we

had, you know, a -- you know, a very comfortable
15 relationship. And I told Rose that, you know, if she
16 needed a place to put him, I thought that would be a

17 good spot because I could keep an eye on him and it'
ls not a huge school. I'm in classrooms every day. And I
19 thought we could -- yeah, we could make it work, if
20 that's what she needed to have happen.
21 Q So when Mr. Barney came to Chaparral, was it
22 your expectation that he would not engage in similar
23 conduct as he did at Granite Hills'
24

25

A Yes.

Q When Mr. Barney first came to Chaparral, did~ COURT REPORTING
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1 inappropriately touching any male or female student?
A No.

Q In the time that you walked into his classroom,
did you hear him use the word "titties"'?

A No.

Q And he specifically denied that during the
7 interview that you attended with Mr. Schwartzwald?

MS. MEYERS: Objection. Vague and ambiguous.
9 Misstates prior testimony.

10 THE JUDGE: Rephrase.

11 BY MS. STEINER:

12 Q Did you hear him specifically deny in the
13 meeting with Mr. Schwartzwald using the term "titties"?
14 A I don't recall that. But I did say I thought
15 that he had said nipple or nipple line.

Q You indicated that you had had four P.E.
17 teachers in four years?
18

19

20

MS. MEYERS: Objection. Relevance.

THE JUDGE: Excuse me just a minute.

Nipple line, is that an anatomical part?
THE WITNESS: I suppose if you drew a line

22 between the two, then, yes, you could refer to it that
23 way.

THE JUDGEr Overruled. The objection is
25 overruled.
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Q During the 16/17 school year, were -- who

2 specifically at IDEA, what teachers were you responsible
3 for evaluating, if you recall?

A I don't recall.
Q Are you familiar with Joshua Barney?

A Yes, I am.

Q And how are you familiar with him?

A He was a teacher at both Chaparral and IDEA

9 Center High Schools.

10 Q During the 16/17 school year, were you

11 Mr. Barney's evaluator?

12

13

A I was not.

Q And during the 16/17 scbool year, how often on

14 average during the week would you interact with
16 Mr. Barney'

16 A Oh, probably almost daily. Where my office
17 was, where I came out of was directly in front of where

18 his classroom was, his P.E. classroom.

20

21

22

23

24

Q And what type of conversations would you have

with Mr. Barney'

A Mostly just casual, saying hello, bow's your

day, peek in and see, you know, how -- what was going on

in his class or -- you know, it varied.

Q Did you ever formally observe Mr. Barney in his
25 classroom during the 16/17 school year?
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A I did not formally observe him.

Q But you were in and out of his classroom at
t1mes

A Oh, yes.

Q -- is that right?

During the 16/17 school year, did you receive
7 in any complaints about Mr. Barney?

10

A I did.

Q And what were those complaints?

A A student complained that she had been touched

11 by Mr. Barney.

12 Q And which student was that'?

13

14 Q And when did you first learn of
15 complaint?

16

17

18

A It was January of 2017.

Q Do you recall what day?

A I don't recall the specific day off the top of
19 my head.

20

21

Q Do you recall what time of day it was?

A I believe it was in the morning-ish, before
22 noon.

23

24

25

Q Okay. Just what do you in general recall
telling you that Barney had done?

A That he had touched her on her boobs and below
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1 Q Do you recognize this document?

2 A Yes, I do.

3 Q What is this document?

A This is a statement from

5 Q And did you interview
6 A Yes.

7 Q And did. you ask her to prepare this document?

8 A I asked her to write a statement.

9 Q And were you prese~t -- were you physically in
10 the same room with Ms.

11 Exhibit G?

when she wrote

12 A I believe I was

13 Q Did you tell her what to write in this
14 document?

15 A I did not.

16 Q And what did you do when Ms. was first
17 writing her statement?

18 A What did I do?

19 Q Yeah. What did you do with her statement?

20 A I forwarded it to Gary Schwartzwald.

21 Q And how did you determine to talk to /gal
22 about Mr. Barney?

23 A She was a student -- one of Mr. Barney's

24 students. I knew gggf, and I had a pretty good rapport
25 with her. And I figured she'd be honest.
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1 the meeting with Ms.

2 Ms. Mottershaw occurred?

Mr. Schwartzwald, and

A Yes.

Q And when do you recall that happening?

A May.

Q Okay.

A This was in May, yes.

Q Okay. And do you recall any specifics about

9 that meeting in May with Ms.

10 A They asked her a series of questions of
11 allegations she had made in her statement.

12

13 Ms.

Q And to the best of your recollection, what

said in the May 2017 meeting, was that
14 consistent with what she had initially told you in
15 January?

16 A Yes, it was

17

18

Q What is the golden Apple?

A It is an award that is -- students choose a

19 teacher every year to receive a golden Apple award.

20

21

Q So was it a student-based award, or colleague?

A It's run by ASB. It's student based. Students
22 vote on that.
23 Q And do you recall if Mr. Barney was ever

24 awarded the golden Apple?

25 A He was.
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1. working your booty and having a bikini body and looking
2 good this summer and having a bikini body and you'l

look good in a bikini. And I didn't understand —— you

know, for a P.B. class, I would expect you'e talking
5 about health, lifelong health and fitness and nutrition,
6 not appearance.

I was surprised he didn't talk about muscle

8 groups. He talked about working your booty and looking
good but didn't really talk about muscle groups. So

10 Q And can you explain a little more clearly
11 what's wrong with Mr. Barney asking students if he could
12 touch them.

13 A I couldn't understand the reason why he

14 would -- other than an emergency situation where a

student might be in danger to themselves or others while
16 they'e lifting, you would need to touch them. And

17 other than an extremely rare occasion, I didn'
1S understand in weight training or any class why you need

to touch students to have them do proper technique and

20 be safe. I think that's something you teach

21 progressively with very light weight so they have proper
22 technique. And then you add weight to doing it
23 correctly. To find out if they'e sore, you don't need

24 to touch someone. You can ask, hey, tell me where

25 you'e sore, and on a scale of one to ten, how sore are
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you?

2 Q And do you have training in physical education?

3 A Yes and no. I don't have -- a few P.E. classes

4 in college. But, you know, although I'm out of shape

now, I did a lot of weight training, starting in high
6 school in the weight training class and gym. I'e done

7 a fair amount of lifting. I'e helped -- as a teacher

8 and administrator helped athletic teams after school

9 with fitness and speed and strength training.
10

12

THE JUDGE: Excuse me just a minute.

THE WITNESS: Yes, ma'm.

THE JUDGE: The court reporter has a legal
obligation to take down every word you'e saying.

14

15

16

17

THE WITNESS: I apologize.

THE JUDGE: I take notes while you talk.
THE WITNESS: Yes.

THE JUDGE: And if you'e talking so fast, I'm

18 not getting it or I'm not remembering it. I'm assuming

she's having a little bit of problem also.

20

21

THE WITNESS: Sorry. I will slow down.

THE JUDGE: Usually, I'm wrong. But let me

22 just say she would appreciate it if you would slow down.

23

24

THE WITNESS: No problem.

THE JUDGE: So you said you had a fair -- you

25 did a lot of weight training in high school, you had a
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fair amount of

THE WITNESS: Experience working out, including
3 weights. As a high school teacher and as a high school

administrator, I helped some teams after school on

5 strength, flexibility, and speed training.
THE JUDGE: And what kind of training?
THE WITNESS: Speed, rluickness.

And I studied martial arts for about 10 years.
9 And I think for seven or eight of those, I was a -- I

IB also had my instructor stripe and a couple nights a week

11 or a couple days a week would teach that class.
12 THE JUDGEr Proceed.

13 BY MS. MEYERS:

14 Q Do you recall during this meeting with
15 Mr. Barney in February 2017 that he said he uses words

16

17

such as titties or nipples during instruction?
A I believe we asked him about that, and

18 Mr. Barney denied that.
19

20

Q Okay. Looking at Exhibit 12

A Mm-hmm.

21

22

Q If you go to the last bullet point in your

email, you write when providing instruction on how to
23 bench press properly, he sexualizes instruction by

24 saying bring the bar down to your titties.
25 A I
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Q Can you explain that and to what you just
2 testified to.

A Can I just take one quick look.

Q Sure.

A I think that is partially my mistake. I
6 believe Mr. Barney said bring down to your nipples, not
7 your titty. And he explained that was more of a generic

term.

Q But did he admit using those terms during
10 instruction'?

MS. STEINER: Objection. As to those terms.
12 He just testified he made a mistake as to one term.
13 MS. MEYERS: I can rephrase.

14 BY MS . MEYERS:

Q So did Mr. Barney admit to using the word

16 nipples during instruction in class?

17

18

19

A He did.

Q Did you take any issue with that'?

A Yes. I felt it was sexualizing the

20 instruction. It was not using body groups or for
21 something simple like bench press, bring it all the way

22 down, just go as far as you can.

23 Q What was Mr. Barney's demeanor during this
24 meeting?

25 A He seemed -- my impression was he was offended~ COURT REPORTING Page: 467
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1 he was being asked about these things. He felt that he

2 was -- he expressed that he was doing nothing wrong, it
3 was for students'afety, and that when be touched

4 students, it was either for safety and he asked

5 permission so it was really okay.

Q Based on your experience as a

7 teacher/administrator, do you think that Mr. Barney's

8 conduct was for student safety?

A I can't imagine how it was. I remember

10 thinking as we were wrapping it up that regardless of
11 Ms statements -- and we believe those. And

12 they'e an essential part of this hearing. But just as

13 Mr. Barney told us, I couldn't understand how we could

14 put him in a classroom with students again when be

admittedly -- repeatedly admitted to touching them often
16 and asking them permission. You don't need to touch

17 people to teach physical skills.
18

19

Q Okay. So in looking at Exhibit 12, is there

anything else not -- other than what's contained in
20 Exhibit 12, that you recall about the meeting with
21 Mr. Barney in February of 2017'?

22 A I think it -- I think it's in Exhibit 12 that
23 he really showed no remorse and didn't admit to any

24 wrongdoing or even said, bey, there are things I could

25 do better in the future.~ COURT REPORTING Page: 46'
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(REDIRECT EXAMINATION OF GARY SCHWARTZWALD)

2 BY MS. MEYERS:

Q Okay. Mr. Schwartzwald, I'd like to direct
4 your attention to Exhibit 11.

A Yes.

Q And are these the notes that Holly Scarcella
7 prepared reflecting the meeting on February 17th with
8 Mr. Barney?

10

A Yes, they are.

Q And did you review these notes when you

11 prepared your email, Exhibit 12?

12

13

A Yes.

Q And did you personally take any written notes

14 during the meeting on February 17th with Mr. Barney?

15

16

A Not that I recall.
Q Okay. So in looking at Exhibit ll

17 A Mm-hmm.

18

19

Q —— if you need a minute to review it -- is
there anything of significance in Exhibit 11 that you

20 did not also write in your email, Exhibit 12?

21 A I'l take a look.

22 The thing that comes to mind as I skim the
23 notes, Mr. Barney does talk about touching students
24 near -- near the collarbone, just below it, touching
25 their ham- -- hamstrings. And one of the things that I
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1 don't think I mentioned earlier was he does ask students
2 about their personal life. And I believe he admits to
3 asking about her boyfriend and kind of asked us,
4 you know, should I not ask kids about whether they have

5 a boyfriend or girlfriend, things of that nature.

Again, just -- I know I said it earlier,
7 talking to students about having the best bikini body

s ever, just says it's a joke. He even says it about

9 himself.

10 I think that's all.
Q Okay. And if you look at the notes,

12 Exhibit 11

13 A Mm-hmm.

14 Q -- at the Bates stamp 698 at the bottom

15 A Yes.

16 Q -- and the first sentence reads bench press,
17 bring bar down to your nipples, never said titty.
18 A Yes.

19 Q So did Mr. Barney say he uses the word nipples,
20 or did he say he uses the word titty?
21 A Mr. Barney said he uses the word nipples.
22 Q Okay. Then looking at Exhibit 12, your email

23 from February 24th, the last bullet point, you write
24 when providing instruction on how to bench press
25 properly, he sexualizes instruction by saying bring the~ COURT REPORTING Page: 4S7
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1 bar down to your titties. Why did you write titties
2 when he -- that's not what Mr. Barney used during the
3 meeting?

A I —— I made a typo, and that was incorrect.

Q In your view, do you see a significant
6 difference between using the word nipples versus titty?

10

12

A I do not see a significant difference in the

classroom.

Q And also at that bullet point, you write he

sexualizes instruction. Are those your own words,

sexualize instruction, or is that what Mr. Barney said?

A Those are my words based on what he was telling
13 us. I think bringing the bar down to your nipples is a

14 part of it. The bikini body, work your booty, are all
15 parts of it that don't need to be addressed that way.

16 Q Okay. And going one bullet point up from the

17 bottom on Exhibit 12, you write Mr. Barney talks to
1B

19

20

students about exercising to improve appearance as

opposed to improving health and fitness. Are those your

own words, or is that what Mr. Barney said during the
21 meeting?

22 A Those are my —— those are my words, based on

23 Mr. Barney talking about -- only talking about giving
24 instruction using the bikini body, you'e going to look
25 great, work your booty. He didn't share anything about
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1 health fitness -- lifelong health fitness and nutrition.
Q In that same bullet point, you write this is

3 concerning for all students, especially for students

with a low self-image. Is that what Mr. Barney said, or

was that your own words?

A Those are my words.

Q And why did you include that in this email?

A Having been in public education for over 34

9 years, I think talking -- we'e learned that you don'

10 talk to people about the way they look, especially
students. You can say, hey, you'e getting stronger.

12 You got a good grade on the test. But not everyone

13 feels very good about the way they look. I think most

14 people typically have some concerns. And to focus

instruction and bring about the way people look and how

16 they'e going to look in a bikini and look this summer I
17 think is very inappropriate. There's no reason for it.
18 And it probably makes a lot of students and 1 think
19 would make a lot of adults uncomfortable.

20 It's a -- it's a weight training class to get
21 stronger and fitter, not to look better.

Q Okay. And, again, we'e going to just keep

23 going up the bullet points on your email. You write he

24 sexualizes instruction by statements such as you'e
25 going to look great in a bikini, you'e going to have a
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1 bikini body. Even I will have a bikini body. Do you

2 recall that's what Mr. Barney said, the quotes that you

wrote there?

Yes. Those are -- the quotes, I believe, are

Mr. Barney's words

Q Okay. And he sexualizes instruction by

statements. Is it that your interpretation of what

10

Mr. Barney -- Mr. Barney said, or is that what he said?

A That is my interpretation of what he said.

Q Okay. And you also write in that bullet point
Mr. Barney's students are both male and female. Why did

12 you include that in your email'

13 A Mr. Barney said he says these comments to all
14 students, even the boys. So he pointed out it wasn'

15 just toward female students.

16

17

18

Q Okay. And then the bullet point above that,
you write he does not teach students the name of muscles

or muscle groups and sexualizes instruction by

statements such as, quote, work your booty, tighten your

20 booty, you can have the best booty ever. Are those all
21 Mr. Barney's words, or are those your interpretation of
22

23

24

what he said?

A The quote was his words. The he does not teach

students the names of muscles and muscle groups, on this
25 one, I'm not positive. I believe I asked that in the
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1 interview, but I have to be honest, I'm not positive.
2 But he gave no indication of talking about muscle

groups, like bring the bar down to your pectorals,

tighten your gluteus maximus. He never used any muscle

5 groups. And, again, I'm not positive I asked him about

6 that. I believe I did.

Q Did you ask him the questions, or was Mr. Pearl

asking him the questions'?

A Mr. Pearl asked all or virtually all the

10 questions

12

THE JUDGE: And who is Mr. Pearl?

THE WITNESS: Jonathan Pearl was the attorney
13 representing the District during this interview with
14 Mr. Barney.

15 BY MS . MEYERS:

16 Q Okay. And then going up a bullet point, so

it's the second one on your email, you write, he stated

18 that with two fingers, he touched all
along and just below collarbones, a few inches above her

20 breasts. "Is that what you recall Mr. Barney said, or
21 did you copy that from the handwritten notes,

22 Exhibit 11?

23 A Mr. Barney said and demonstrated that he

24 touched along the collarbone on both

25 sides, which I added was just above the breast. He did
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1 not say that. But he showed where he was touching her,
2 and it was just above the breasts.
3 Q Okay. And then one bullet point above that,
4 you write he often touches students on the hamstring,

5 which is just below the buttocks. Is that specifically
6 what Mr. Barney said, or what you recall from the
7 meeting with him?

8 A Mr. Barney said that. And I believe he said he

9 doesn't use an open hand. He asks permission and uses a

1.0 closed fist.
Q And did you write bullet point -- this bullet

12 point based off the notes, Exhibit 11, or from your best
13 recollection of what he said'?

14

15

A I believe it's both.

Q And then the first bullet point on Exhibit 12,

16 you write he asks permission of the students before
17 touching students, and he often touches students when

18 providing instruction instead of modeling proper
19 technique. Is that specifically what Mr. Barney said
20 during the meeting, or what you recall he had said
21 during the meeting?

22 A That's what Mr. Barney said. He did not say

23 instead of modeling proper technique. That was my

24 Statement.

25 Q And was that your interpretation based on what
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1 Mz. Barney had said?

A Yes.

Q So is it a fair statement to say that your

4 email, Exhibit 12, is based primarily off your

6 recollection of what was said during the meeting on

6 February 17th, 2017?

A Yes. And I did refer to the notes, but it'
8 mostly my recollection, yes.

Q Okay. But Exhibit 12 is not an exact copy of

10 the handwritten notes, Exhibit 11. Is that right?

12

A Correct.

Q But you did rely on Exhibit 11, the handwritten

13 notes, to prepare your email?

14 A I did refer to them, yes.

Q All right. Looking at Exhibit 11, if you turn
16 to the page that is Bates stamped at the bottom 694.

17

18

A Yes.

Q And just below, it looks like there's a number

19 12, and then below that, it looks like an A in
20 parentheses. Do you see that?

21

22

A I do.

Q And in the notes, it indicates I don't lift
23 kids'hirts, not that I can think of, not lifting
24 shirt, not playfully punched kids.

25 Do yoII know what that refers to?
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1 Q Did you take weightlifting from

2 THE JUDGE: So second quarter ended

3 December 21st?

4 THE WITNESS: Yes.

5 BY MS. STEINER:

6 Q Did you take weightlifting from Mr. Barney'

7 A Yes. For first quarter and second quarter.
8 Q And when you took weightlifting from

9 Mr. Barney, did he ever touch you when you were in
10 class?

12

A No. I mean, other than the high five but no.

Q High five, you define it as a hand slap of
13 hello?

14 A Yes.

15 Q Did you -- and did you ever see the other
16 students when you were doing your weightlifting during
17 the class? Did you walk around and see them?

18 A I would see them. But they weren't in touch.

19 Q Did you ever see any -- Mr. Barney touch any

20 other of the female students'?

21 A No.

22

23

24

MS. MEYERS: Objection. Vague and ambiguous.

THE JUDGE: Did he see -- did she see any

MS. STEINER: Mr. Barney touch other female

25 students when she was in class.
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1 THE JUDGE: And that's vague and ambiguous?

MS. MEYERS: It's vague and ambiguous as to
3 touch. A certain area, or just in general touching?

4 It's vague and ambiguous.

5 THE JUDGE: Okay.

Sustained.

10 students

MS. STEINER: Your Honor, I
THE JUDGE: Excuse me just a minute.

You -- she asked if you saw the other

12

THE WITNESS: Mm-hmm.

THE COURT: In class. And you said yes, and

they weren't touched. What does that mean?

14 THE WITNESS: Well, because she had asked me if
15 I -- because Mz. Barney would touch me, and I said no.

16 I said other than a high five.
THE JUDGE: You said you saw the other

students. Is that correct'?

19

20

THE WITNESS: Yes.

THE JUDGE: And then you said that he didn'
21 touch the other students?

22

23

24

25

THE WITNESS: No.

THE JUDGE: Did you say that?

THE WITNESS: Yes.

THE JUDGE: Why did you say that then?
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THE WITNESS: Because I thought she was

2 implying -- because she had asked me if he had touched

me, and I said, no, other than a high five. So I
4 thought she was implying that he touched the other

students, like, did you see him touch other students.

6 And I said no.

THE JUDGE: Okay. Can you try and just answer

her question.

10

THE WITNESS: Yes.

THE JUDGE: So, that portion is stricken with
11 respect to the other students in that response.

12 MS. STEINER: Your Honor, and I started with a

13 question of touching. The next question would be if the

14 answer was yes where did you see the touching as to tbe

15 vagueness. There's no point to -- I'm happy to do it
16 another way, and I will.
17 BY MS. STEINERr

18 Q Did you ever see Mr. Barney touch any female

19 students'reasts?
20

21

A No.

Q Did you ever see Mr. Barney touch any female

22 student's butt?

23

24

A No.

Q Did you ever hear him use the word "tits" in
25 in context with weightlifting?~ COURT REPORTING Page: 513
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A No.

2 Q In context with bench pressing?

A No.

4 Q Did you ever hear him use the word "titties"?

6 Q Did you do bench pressing with him?

7 A Yes.

B Q And how would he describe where you should

9 bring the barbells?

10 A He would say to bring the bar to your chest.

11 Q Did you ever hear him talk about using booty in
12 your class'

13 A When it came to, like, doing squats, he would

14 just say squeeze the booty.

15 Q Did he ever talk about use of bikini bodies in

16 your class'

17 A No. He would just say if you guys continue to

18 work hard, you'l look nicer when summer comes.

19 Q Did you ever personally hear him say, in the

20 two quarters you had a class with him, say anything that

21 you heard that was sexual in nature?

22 A No.

23

24

25

I4S. NEYERSr Objection. Vague and ambiguous.

THE JUDGE: Sustained. Overbroad.

The response is stricken.
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1 BY MS. STEINER:

2 Q Did you ever hear him ever talk -- let me

3 strike that.
Did you have any role in student government?

5 A Yes, I did.

6 MS. MEYERS: Objection. Relevance.

THE JUDGE: Overruled.

8 THE WITNESS: I was ASB president.
9 BY MS. STEINER:

10 Q And as ASB president, did you

THE JUDGE: And what year were you ASB

12 president?

13 THE WITNESS: Senior year, 2016 to 2017.

14 BY MS. STEINER:

15 Q So you were there when Mr. Barney got the

16 Golden Apple?

17 A Yes.

18 Q Coming back to the classroom, did Mr. Barney

19 say anything personally to you that you considered

20 inappropriate'?

21 A No.

22 Q Did you personally overhear him saying anything

23 to any student in your first or second quarter class

24 with him that you considered inappropriate?
25 A No.
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Q If you had heard such a statement, what would

you have done?

A I would have told administration.

MS. STEINER: I don't have anything else for
5 the witness.

THE JUDGE: Cross.

MS. MEYERS: Yes.

(CROSS-EXAMINATION OF

10 BY MS MEYERS:

Q So you were not in Mr. Barney's class in
12 January of 2017. Right?

13

14

A No.

Q And you weren't assigned to Mr. Barney's P.E.

class in January of 2017. Correct?

16

17

A Correct.

Q When you had Mr. Barney for P.E., you didn'

1S stare the entire period at what the other students were

19 doing. Is that right?
20 A No.

Q Do you understand why you'e here today?

22

23

A Because he supposedly touched

Q Do you know who rs?

25

A Yes.

Q And did you meet with anybody about your~ COURT REPORTING Page: 516
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1 between Mr. Barney and

2 Q Have -- are you aware of specifically the

3 allegations against Mr. Barney and why we'e here today?

A That he pulled up her shirt, I think, and

touched her stomach.

6 Q Is that all you'e aware of?

7 A That's all I had heard in scbool.

8 Q Oh, so that's just a rumor?

9 THE REPORTER: Verbal answer'?

10

12

THE JUDGE: I need a special response.

THE WITNESS: Yes.

THE JUDGE: Excuse me. How did you learn about

13 the allegation that he pulled up her shirt?
14 THE WITNESS: Apparently, she wasn'

15 supposed to be talking about it at school, but the

16 entire school knew. And she was talking about it,
17 especially in ASB.

18 BY MS. MEYERS:

19 Q Did you have any reason not to believe what

20 ~—said?

21 A She's known for being dramatic in school and

22 lying
23 Q But that doesn't mean that
24

25

THE JUDGE: Excuse me.

THE WITNESS: I'm not saying it didn't happen.
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Q And for what class?

A My Period 2, exercise and nutritional science,

3 my P.E. class, Period 2.

Q And what days

THE JUDGE: I'm sorry. Your Period 2,

exercise

THE WITNESS: And nutritional science, EMS.

8 But it's P.E.

THE JUDGE: Proceed.

10 BY MS. STEINER:

Q What day -- is there a date indicated on this
12 for this attendance roster?

13

14

A 1/24/2017.

Q And looking down again, it looks like you have

ls that same second black line. correct?

16

17

A Yes.

Q And on that list, do you see '

18 name?

19

20

A Yes, ma'm.

Q And this is Period 2 on the 24th, you said?

21

22

A Yes, ma'm.

Q And what does it show for Ms. I s

23 attendance on that day?

25

A That she has an excused absence, per her mom.

Q When you look above her name -- well, I'm
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1 "booty," was that directed to

2 A No. That was to the entire class.

3 Q On the 24th, did you talk about bikini bodies?

4 A On the 24th, I did.

5 Q And why did you talk about bikini bodies on the

6 24th?

7 A her goal was to lose weight so

8 she could look good in her bikini -- in her bikini this
9 summer.

10 Q So what was your comment on the 24th?

A Keep working hard. You can have the bikini
12 body you want.

13 Q Was that directed at ?

14 A Absolutely not. It was to the entire class.

15 Q On -- did you have a conversation with

16 Ns. on either day about boyfriends?

17 A I did. On the 23rd.

18 Q And what was that conversation?

19 If you -- if you remember, I said that she went

20 across. She came back. I was talking to some other

21 kids. She ran over and was kind of messing around with

22 And I asked her specifically is
your'3

boyfriend.

24 Q And why did you ask that'

25 A Because they were messing around right off the
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1 get-go. So if they were boyfriend/girlfriend or

2 something going on, I was not going to partner them

3 together because they wouldn't get work done. And this
4 is because I was told she was getting enrolled in my

5 class. So I thought she was going to be in my class for
6 the rest of the quarter.

Q On the 24th, when you checked Ms. with

S the two fingers, did you touch her breasts'

10

A Absolutely not.

Q Did you touch her breasts at any time?

12

A Absolutely not. Never.

Q Did you grab Ms. 's butt on either day?

13

14

A Absolutely not. Never.

Q Did you have a conversation with Ms.

15 about a driver's license?

16 A I did.
17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Q And when did you have that conversation?

A I believe it was the 24th.

Q And why would you have a conversation about a

driver's license'

A Because I have three of my ex-football players

own seven different restaurants or are partial owners in
seven different restaurants. And he has -- well, he

comes to me and asks me when he needs people to work

25 there. I have referred five people in the past to work~ COURT REPORTING Page: 612
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1 sports, college level, high school level.

THE JUDGE: So if you go back into the

3 classroom today, do you think it would be appropriate to

4 do that same type of thing. Correct?

THE WITNESS: Ma'm, if I went back in the

classroom today, I would learn from this experience and

7 change my ways, for sure, because I got disciplined.
8 And I tried to be a great teacher. I did not ever want

9 to be in this situation. I love teaching. I love

10 helping kids. I -- based on what I was told, I thought

11 I was doing the correct thing, based on what my

12 principal and my nurse told me. And many times, the

13 police officer, my principal, my vice-principal, the

14 lunch lady, secretaries, other teachers would come into
15 my classroom, and I was never, ever informed of anything

16 I was doing incorrectly. And I know -- I know my

17 principal, my vice-principals saw me doing things, these

18 things. I know for a fact. And if I was ever, ever

19 told do not do this or, hey, this is -- something's

20 wrong, don't do this, I would not have done it.
21 I finally, finally, after 16 years of teaching,

22 got essentially my dream job as an educator, which was a

23 P.E. job, full-time P.E. job, and I was department head.

24 And I was trying to help build a school with

25 Mr. Napoleon. I -- the last thing I ever wanted to do
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